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Mechanism for the Compaction ~nd Response of KaolInite.
Major Profeasor: C. W. Lovell, Jr.
prediction of the characteristics and properties of
compacted fine-grained soils is much aided by a physical
soil mechanism or model. This model should fit a" nearly
as possible the observed aoil conditions during and after
compaction. This thesis reports an extension to existing
soil compaction models, and applies it to explain the be+
havior of kaolinite compacted in the laboratory by static
pressures under conditions of nO lateral strain.
The experimental investigatiOn included an examina-
don, with appropriate strength and particle orient<ltion dc-
terminations, of kaolinite aggregations at the comp<lction
~isture content but prior to compaction. This was fOllowed
by experimental determination of the net energy input vs.
compacted unit weight relations during compaction. In
addition, the final unit weights, the response ~t COnStanr
compactive load, and rhe rebound after re~val of the
compactive effort, as well as particle orient<ltion. ~~re
experimentally determined for the compacted ..<lmples.
prior to compaction, the soil was separated into
aggregate-sized fractions by sieving, and each compacted
sample was prepared using soil aggregates of One general
size. Tho independent v"riables investigated were compactiv.,
effort, comp"ction moisture content, and soil aggrog"te size.
To further valid"te the model of compacted clay,
constant volume swelling pressure determin"tions ~re mode
on selected compacted samplea. The sweliing pressures were
monitored continuously after giving the ....plep aCCeSS to
water and the re.ults are presented s. swelling pressure
vs. ti_ relstions.
The experi_ntal findings conCi<~d the appropriate-
ne.s of a deformable aggregate .oil model to explsin the
achievement of compaction for kaolinite as prepa<ed in tho
laboratory and then compacted .tatically. It was furthor
conCi<~d that the .oil aggregate characteristics, in
particular deformability and size, influence both the com-
pacted unit weight achieved and aome of the engineering
properties, notably swelling pressure. It was also estab-
li.hed that the relations between net input energy and cOm-
pacted unit weight are simple ones which are amenable to
quantification in the case of static compaction under con-
fined conditions.
It was concluded that the expanded soil particle-soil
aggregate model proposed in this thesis explains a broader
.pectrum of observed phonomena than was previously possible,
and use of the neW mod"l was recoll\lllOnded for futuro studies.
Il>TROOUCnON
During t~ author's studies at Purdue University he
gradually took exception to the completeness of the existing
explanations for the compaction of fine-grained soils. This
led to the devolopment of a some~hat different model and
~chanism and finally in 1967 to a research proposal to
the Indiana State Highway Commission through Purdue's Joint
High~ay Research Project. The proposal was subsequently
funded, and the experimental program was completed in
SCptember, 1969.
The immediate objectives of this research arc to
determine a model and a mechanism which will adequately
explain the achievc.cnt of compacted unit weight Cor
kaolinite statically compacted in the laboratory. The
explanatiOn must be complete enough to explain the soil's
condition before compaction, the interactions within the
aoil mass during compaction, and the observed behavior of
the compacted soil.
The model hypothesized for this study is one in which
the soil is made up of macroscopic aggregations of clsy
particles. During compaction, It is the interactions of
the so "ggregates. tJ"'ir deCorn"'tion characteristic.. , and
,
their ability to fit together in a compact mass which
determine the end result unit weight for a given type of
compaction and amount of e{fort. It is this .""'" compacted
~cro$tructure, an assemblage of aggregates, which deter-
mines to some extent the engineering behavior of the
cOJIlpactGd soil.
As previously stated, this investigation waa limited
to one soil, kaolinite, statically compacted in the labora-
tory. The experimental approach wa. to study certain of
the properties of the soil aggregates before compaction, to
monitor the achievement of compaction, and to subject the
compacted samples to" test significant to engineering
practice. The achicve,oent of compacnon was examined by
computing the energy required to densify the soil con-
tinuously fram a low unit weight to the final unit weight
achieved for each sample. The cOrrectness of the model
was determined by analysis of existing results, especially
stresa-strain and volumetric swelling, and from the resulta
of COnstant volume swelling pressure determinations on the
eOJllpacted samples.
In subsequent scctions of this thesis will be fOund
a review of the pertinent literature, a detailed description
of the experimentsl program, the results of the experi-
mental investigation, and the lnterpretation leading to a
conclusion concerning the correctness of the author's
hypothesil•.
REVIEW OF LITERA'I'URE
'I'he systematic study of soil compaction, and the inter-
related factors which are involved, was first reported by
Proctor (46, 47, 48, 49)lin 1933 in a ..erie.. of articles
outlining a rational procedure for the selection of a
desirable soil density and compaction water content, and
a practical procedure for checking the compacted densities
in the field. His ideas are still very much with uS today
in the form of the various standard compaction tests (59)
and the penetration r"sistance needle.
'I'he colloidal nacur .. of clay particles and their
arrangerr~nt within the soil mass has also been considered
in sOme detail. Early explanations by 'I'er~aghi (50l and
Casagrande (10) concerning the particulate arrangement, or
microstructure, of ..edimentary clay deposits have helped
to explain the ..eeming anomalies of the consolidalion
Characteristics of these deposits under various conditions.
More recently Single and double level microstructures,
or fabrics, were used by Lambe (27, 28), 'I'erz ....hi (61), an<l
others (54, 55) to explain the compaction process fo, Cine-
grained ..oilS, aa well as the post-compactive reaponsc of
theae materials.
L Items in parenthcses refec to alphabetically
listed entcies in the List of References, page 219.
•
The literature pertaininq to these, and other related
topica, will now be critically reviewed to for~ the frame-
work of knowledqe upon which this thesis resta.
~lectrical forces Among the particles
As opposed to the usual body and boundary forces which
predominately influence most engineering activities, the
colloidal nature of clay partIcles (the kaolin used in this
investigation has an approximate sur lace area of 18 m2/gm,1
make. the sur lace and distance-related electrically generated
forces much more important. The following forcea arc aR~n9
those which cause colloidal particles to be attracted to.
or repoiled by, each other.
Ionic Bondin.,
ALthOugh tho ionic bond is thought of a•• pri~ry
valence bond, the attractive forca is entirely electrostatic,
and therefore oppositely charged parts of t~o different
particles ~ill be held together in this manner. The
expression for the ionic bonding force bct~een a cation and
an anion is:
, .
~here : " "0' " 0<0 ,", valences "' "0 cation "0' anion
" b ,", Charge "0 '0 electron, ,. "0 distance s<>parating ", cation ""' anion
,
~' is the dielectric constant of the separadng
medium
By convention, the negative siqn (-) indicates
sttI"sction.
Ilydrogen 8ending
Hydrogen bonding Occurs as a result of two strongly
electronegative oxygen atoms competing for the Single
electron of hydrOgen. The unit layers of kaolinite, stacked
one on top of the other, are bound to<;iether by hydr0';Jcn
bonds between the oxygen and hydroxyl planes in adjacent
units (12).
it bas been suggested (26) that kaolin particles may
also be bonded tOgether in this manner when the silica
tetrahedral sheet of One particle comes into cOntact with
ehe alumina octahedral sheet of another particle.
Van der waals' Bonding
Van der waals' forces include those ",hiel> H,ault frolll
interactions involving dipoles or temporary (induced)
dipoles, as well as the LOndon dispersion forces which
come about by the nonsymrnetric nature of tho electron
cloud on even the nonpolar molecules. These forces, as
a qroup, are attractive between 60il particles, 3nd in-
creaSe in strenqth as the particles approach One another.
Each cateqory of force is discussed below.
•
Orientation or Dipole-Dipole Intera~tionB. Considering
the model of two parallel permanent dipoles, the interacting
force may be repuL"ive (.l or attractive (-l. <lepondinq On
rna relative position" of the opposinq poles. The
expression for this force is,
, .
where' u" and u
b
are the respective dipole moments as
defined by the product of the char'}8 <lnd the
distance between opposite charges.
for the case of two dipoles free to seel< any possible
rotation, there is a net attractive force shown by Keesom
to be:
r average. - 2/3
, ,
U" ub
where, l< is the Boltzmann constant, 1.18
T is the absolute tomperature.
-"x 10 ergs/degree
Induction Effects. Most molecules, even though they
may not be permanent dipole., under the effect of an
electric field such ..a exists near an adjacent ion or
per_nent dipOle become temporary dipoles as their centers
of positive and negative charge move apart. The extent to
Which a molecule _y become a temporary dipole is termed
its polarizability. For the case of ion-induced dipole
intera.ction, tho "xpression is given by'
,
- 1/2
where; ~ is the polari;ebility of the molecule
z is the valence of the ion.
in the event that the field ia bein';J caused by a permanent
dipole. the expres.ion becomes, for the gaseous state,
, . ,", I
where: u ia the dipole ""'....nt
lon-DIpole interaction. For the system involving an
ion and a permanent dipole, the force generated is given
by'
F • _ z
",hoOre: z i. the valence of the electron
e is the anqle of o:dentation of the dipole in the
electrical field.
London DiSpersion Forces. The electron cloud of •
non-polar molecule at any time may not be spherical, and it
may therefore affect another molecule so that • dlpole-
induoed dipole type force acta between them. The expression
for a pair of interacting non-polar molecules is:
, . , "
'-:'
•
~here, h is PlancK's constant
VI an~ V2 are the frequencies of vibration of
the noolecut••.
This force is always attractive. and the net force when
more than one pair ia considered is vectorlally additive.
For"e of RepullOion
In addition to the above forces which are, on the
whole, attractive in action. a definite repulsive force ia
present due to the reaction between their electron clouds
when twO atoms move closely tOgether. Co~nly an
empirical relationship is used .a an expres.ion of this
repuldve tendency. It ia:
, ..
where b and n have been adjusted to fit experimental results.
Namaker Equation
Using a model consisting of two parallel platcs,
Hamaker describes the force between the plateS as,
where, A ia a constant taking into account the London-
Van der Waals' forces
r is the distance between the plates.
Experiments carried out by Norti"h (37) tailed to
+ .. .confirm this equation for Na montmorlllonlte plates, us.ng
-..tho v~Luo of 10 for A.
,
In hi6 werk Uorrish considered
that at the equilibrium positions, the V~n der Waals'
attractive forces were balanced by double-layer repulsion,
and at all interparticle spacings investigated the caleu-
lated repulsive force was far greater than the calculated
attractive force.
Gouy-Chapman Double·Layer Concept
Gouy and Chapman, in 1910 and 1913 respectively,
independently developed mathematical expressions describing
the ion distribution and electric potential, as a function
of distance from the plate, for the model of a charged
plate in contact with an electrolytic SOlution. Tho 80-
called double layer consists of the charged plate as one
layer, and a diffuse layer within the solution as the other.
As c~n be ViSUAlized. the ions in solution ~hich have
a charge opposite to that of the plate, are attracted to it,
~hile the ions ~ith the same charge .a the plate are re-
pel led by it. The concentration of counter ions decre~s.a
~ith incre~sing distance fro~ the plate, and at Some
distance the solution can be considered "bulk."
Since each colloid~l particle in a solutiOn c~rries
ita own double layer, an interaction can be oxpected ~hen
tWO of the particles are brought together 80 that their
double layers overl~p. This interaction caUSeS the ion
distributions in the overl~pping double layers to change,
i.e., work is beinq done On the system, and the result is
a repulsion between the particles. A comprehensive dis-
cussion of double-layer theory is qiven by Overbeek (41l.
E~perimental verification of tbe doublo-Layer theory
h.as been attempted by Bolt (B). For aNa-montmorillonite
subjected to one-dimensionaL compression and rebound wh.ere
the void ratio varied between 2, and 3, th.e e~perimental data
and th.e th.eoretical prediction baaed on double-layer th.eory
sh.owed qood aqreement. However, a Na-illite subjected to th.e
same procedure, with th.e void ratio varyinq between Band 1,
showed considerably less aqreement with. its theoretical pre-
diction. In a discussion of Bolt's paper, Terzaqhi (61) de-
scribed natural clay soils as beinq "composed of inert soil
particLes and of clusters of clay-mineral particles forrninq
minute osmotic cells.· lie went On to e~plain that this ·clus-
ter concept" reconciles many of the discrepancies between os-
rnetic th.eory predictions and the known behavior of clays.
for th.e simplified caSe of two particles, Vsn Olphen (64)
has sh.own th.e repulsive and attractive enerqies due to double-
layer repulsion and Van der Waals' attraction, as well as the
net effect of both of them, as a function of the spacinq 00-
tween the particles. lIis fiqure is J;:eproduced as riqure 1 for
three different electrolyte concentrations. The net inter-
action enerqy is shown as a dashed line, and the dashed line
near zero particle spacinq is the Born effect caused by the
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Summary of forces Among Particles
Consideration of the above mentioned sources of attract-
ive and repulsive forces and their simplifying assumptions,
among thom the semi-infinite plate with its uniformly dis-
tributed charge, the free movement assumed, parallel pLates,
the dilute systam, and the problem ef vectorially summing
the many effects, do not readily allow for the quantification
of bond strength for the common, relatively low water cOn-
tent, soU-water systems encountered in this study.
Structure and Properties of Kaolinite
Included in this section are a discussion of the
structural makeup of kaolinite, cation exchange sites, and
other general properties. Unless otherwise referenced, the
source of this material is Grim (12).
Structural Makeup
Most clay minerals, inCluding kaolinite, are composed of
two similar building blocks arranged differently and in dif-
ferent proportions. The two blocks are the octahedral unit
repeatinq itself as a sheet, llRd the silica tetrahedral unit
also repeatinq itself as a sheet in two dimensions.
The silica unit is comprised of four oxygen atoms ar-
ranged as the cornerS of a tetrahedron, with a silicon atom
within the tetrshedron equidistant from the corners. This
unit repeats itself, with all of the unit bsses in the same
plano, as an opon hexagonal network with all of the tetra-
hedron tips pointing in tho same direction.
The octahedral unit consiata of six oxygen and/or
hydroxyla in octahedral coordination with a centrally
located aluminum, magneaium, or iron cation. This unit
a180 repeat. itself to form a sheet in tWO dimcnaions
parallel to the plane formed by three of the octahedral
oxygena or hydroxy18.
por the caae of kaOlinite, aluminum ia the cation
present IOithin the octahedral aheet, and only two-thirds
of the possible sites are filled. The kaolinite unit con-
sista of one ailica aheet and one alumina octahedral sheet
COmbined. with the tetrahedral tips and the base layer of
the octahedral sheet forming a common layer. The charges
within this ideal atructural unit are baianced, and tho
formula is (OH)S5i 4Al40 10 . Although ~ny clays show vary-
ing degreea of substitution within the lattice (for example
Mg·· replacing Al·)), kaolinite showa only a negligible
Amount of aubatitution, leading to a very small net negative
charge, On the average.
Thia, then, is the repeating unit. Kaolinite is made
up of many of these unita stacked one on top of the other
and held together by hydrogen bondS acting over very small
aeparations of oxygen and hydroxyl planes in adjacsnt unit••
The suong bond between unita ia conducive to tho building
up of relatively thick particle.. Typical particle dim4n-
aions for kaolinite are a diameter of 0.) to 3 microns and



























The .iC:~OIjI~aphs showed 10"- neqadvely c:n.~qed qold
~~tic:las attac:hed al.ast exc:luslvely to 10"- ~q.s of the
auch 1.~9.~ kaolinite ~tic:l.s.
For kaolinit•• S<:hofield and S_n (!ol) found tb.1.t
lUlder acid c:ondi1:.ions and exten4inq inw the I>&s.., rAllqe
fo~ varying &8OuntS (dependinq on tbe partic:ule~ kaoli-
nitAl, tbe pardc:le ~qes ""e indeed posItively c:"""'qed
AS indic:.!;~ by t;hei~ adlOQ~pdon of chlo.. ide AlIions.
Ploc:c:ul"t.ion
Of u~at t.po.. tanc:. to eut..equ.nt beb.1.vio.. of the
clay ~~tic:lae as a q~oup is t"-i~ initial atata o~
........nq_nt ....nq th.....lv.... In qana~.. l, _ ula the
terml "flocc:ul.ted" ..nd "dilpersed" ..s daec~ipto..s of
the pa.. ticul.. t. ar ....nq.ment within tha mOIlS. A dilpersed
st..uctura is Ona in which the particl.a are not in
intimate cont..ct, baing held apart in mora or l.ss
par.. llal ..Uq",""nt by ~epuhiva forC.... In thia orient.-
tion tbe maa. prope~tiel a..e quit..... ily influenced by
bound..ry loadinqs, chanqe in ion concentratlon of the
intarpa.. ticl. liquid, temper .. tura••tc. (29). "floc:cu-
lated .true!;ura is ona in whic:h tbe particlas .... in
c:ont"ct, 80 1;0 ape.k. The.. "cont"cts" _I' be edqa-to-



























.011 mec~nic. liter.ture. ~'I theory (21) utilize. ~
cley .icrOltructure ~pproach, whIle Ol~n'. Ill) bu'!ds on
e fr ....work of ~rti~l1y-.. tureted effective .tre••
~ncepu.
1.AJobe'. Theory of COolpection
Afeer preaenting en e~plenetion of ~ll ~croatruc­
turel2i), ~ (21) uled it to e"plein the ch~rlcteri.tic
ahape of the _lding water content vI. c.-pected dry unit
_iqht plot la obtained by conventlonll llboratory ... thod•.
t.Imbe con.id.red that w.ter d.ficiency, tne difference
bet_.n the w.ter nec••••ry to fully dev.lop the double
layer of a 'lIven loil particle at a given .trell Itlte and
the .vall.ble w"ter, i. of funda~ntal i~rtanco.
y.inq the common terminology, his oxplanation hold.
that on the dry .ide of the compactlon curv., the .mall
amount of water pre.ent givea a Vlry hlgh electrolyte
concentratIOn which depre••ea the double layerl, thus
r.ducil\9 the int.rparticle repulsion and clulinq " tendency
toward floccul.tion of the col1oicll. t.aIII.be hi' interpreted
thil I' "lnin9 a low deq,.e of partlcle orlent.tion "nd
low dlnalty.
Ife.r ehe opt... lIIOi.ture content, the doubl .. llyer.
nave _n e"pandee! I_what Ind the electrolyte coneontrl-
tlan decrlased, reaultlng in a 10•• flocculltecl, .ore
orderly .tructure, and I higher den.ity. At this point,
thoe t.r. "lUbrication" i. intrO<!uc" ••• d••eriptor for thoe
iner••aad interp.rtiel. repui.ion whieh allow. the p.rtiel••
to .lid. into thoe dan.er and .ar. ori.nted .tate.
An iner•••• in .ai.tur. cont.nt to a po.ition wet of
opt.......ecordin9 to 1.ambe. further ."'pand. the double lay.r
and flKthoe...."uce. the net .ttractiv. fo..e •• bet_eo par_
tlel... The eoil 1• .or. ori.nt.d at this point. but the
dry Wlit _i9ht ha. d.ereaaed d to the i."9. YOl..... of
w.t.r pr...nt. whieh nov ·interf • with clo.. p.ckin9.
ln hi••",planation. La.-l>e eon.lu... a on.·order syst....
that 1•• particul.t. "ero.tructur.. The initial .tate of the
.oil. othe.. than it. -oi.tur. cont.nt. i. not con.idered. It
••.- that the chani. In ..croatructu.... which i. adequat.ly
p..oven a",poriaent.lly (42). i. due. in the main p...t. to the
doubl.-l.y." volume changa. c.u.ad by w.ter cantant cheng•••
HOW.ver in the cio.u..a to hi. p.p... reI. tad to tha an9inee.. in9
p..oporti•• Of compacted cl.y. Lambe (28) explain. tho differ-
enc. in the "9nitude. of thO vertic.l and horizontal por-u-
.biliU•• by invokin9 a ",cond. o.. d.... Of ..ic..o.tructur... In
hi. wo..d •• ·Thi. fact ••• indic.t•• ~t. high d.9ree of par-
tiel••lin...nt can occu.. in zon••• with diff.rent aline...nt.
bet_,. zon••• that i •• rand... o.. iented pael<.t. of ~r.li.l
partiel••••
Ol.on·. Theory of Coapactlon
In • .ara r&cant paper. Olson (ll) .",pl.in" the .chiava-
..nt of inc....Hd dry d..n.ity for .... av.r.". clay .ail .ut>-






























past one another ~re easily, into a denser state. As the
number of applications increases, the residual effective
stresses increase, the A factor decreases due to decreased
deformation, and finally no further incresae in unit weight
can be achieved.
At the optimum moisture content, the air voids have
become effectively discontinuous for transient loadings
(16, J8). Since compacrion ia • proce•• of removing
air. the unit weight sensibly peaks. Therefore, a further
increase in moisture above the optimum results in a lower
dry unit weight, since air cannot be expelled and air
which might have been expelled haa been replaced by water.
In answer to the question of how the soil develop.
sufficient strength to carry compactor loads whon above
the optimum moisture content, Olson points out t~t the
soil should be scting much ss s ssturated over-consolidated
sediment, i.e., specitically at the larger strains, the
pore pressure will decrease and so will the A factor.
The increaaing strength finally stops further penetration.
Another possible explanation, according to Olson, is with
the compactor ccntact ares acting as a foundation footing,
the bearing capacity increases with increasing penetra-
tion until an equilibrium is reached.
Olson offered no experimental verification for his
theory. His physical soil model is rather vague, although
he seems to be considering clay particles with a rather
high deq~ee of autonomy with ~eBpect to fab~ic condition
and "lte~"tion .
In a di ..cu ion of OlBon' .. ?&per, I~Rae and Turnbull
(34) "dvance a mechanlBm fo~ denBity increase involving the
~ea~~anqement of colloidal pa~ticle.. into a dense~ pack-
inq, with the m<>xi~m den ..ity being limited by the ..aturat-
ed condition. According to McRae and Turnbull, "increasing
the water content on the dry .. ide of the curve 'lubricates'
the psrticle .. snd thu.. c"u..eB more movement of the parti-
cle .. with respect to each other; this movement lncreaBe..
the number of soil grainB that are brought to a more inti-
mate spacing, and the interparticle force .. of attraction
tend to ~intain the more intimate spacing."
Iloqentoqler's Theory
Shortly after the appearance of proctor's (46) compac-
tion .. tudy, Hoq..nt091er (17) preBented hi .. thoughts On the
compaction of fine-qrained Boil... IIi" explan"tion wa"
that moisture increa...... up to the optimum moi .. ture content
cauSe lubrication of th.. particle.. , thu .. allowing them to
..lip into clo.er a ....ociation with one another. Above the
optimum moiBture content, the BOil rna•• "swells", and
lower and lower unit weight. "re achieved.
It 1B intereBting to note that lloqentogler uaed rather
amall (0.0025 mm. diameter iB mentioned) particle" as hiB
interacting unlt., and that he differentiated between
.olldified ~.t.r. ~ohe.ive ~.tar••nd capillary ~ater. a'
r.l.ted to aoi.t~r. content and dry ~nit veiqht .chiaved
aftar coapaction.
Rola of Individ~l Clay Partlcla.
All of thR.. hypothese••tata or iaply that 'ndivid~.l
cl.y partie I•• or ...11 eoll.~tlon. of the•• pla~. in
parall.l .... r.l' .r. tlwl W'lit. ~Iu~h ''''rt tha pr...
doai...... t influence an the ~OIIpaCt1on cha.r.c~ri.tic.
of tlwl ..... It i. thi. aethor·. ~ont.ntion that .ech
lar9'" W'lit•••ach bRinq .ad. ep of ..ny clay particl....
hay. a .or. l.-poru.nt "ff.ct on tlwl COIOpa~tlon .nd
po.t-compaction ch.racteri.tic. of the .... than ha. been
p..evio~.ly reallzed.
It h•• been .t.ted previoe.ly th.t .t vcry hiqh salt
conc.ntration. f.ce-to-f.",e floccelation occura. It is
nct n.c.......y to plcture thi••iteaticn .a • few grams or
clay In • lit... of hlqh-nor~.lity •• It .ol~tlon. A high
••It conc.ntr.tien ia al.o pro..nt wh.n tnere i •• de-
ficiency of w.ter to f~lly develop the double layer. or
even to hyllrate tlwl cation. pr".nt on the particlea'
.urt.ee•.
Qui ..k (511 put to.. th tha aodel of •••• the aoil as
a poro.... _.u_ and in betveen the por•• we have a ~lay








































Althcu~h he advanced nO extension or modification to
the existin~ explanation of compaction, McRae did recognize
that the aoil system involved is more complex than the
simple particle-particle picture presented.
Mechanical Properties of Compacrca Soil
"fter labor~to,'Y compaction, the soil ap.ecimens are
often subjected to ~ var,ety of ~chanicul teats to
deter,.ino their response to conditions an<.l 10a6. ~'nich
;n addltion, 10101"0-
structure differ<mccs have l>a"n infern'd [:'-OJ,' the responses
of samples compacted by different methods, at different
en".gy levels, and at different c".,paction water cOntents.
Three ~in types of laUor~tory compact'on arc qener-
ally employed; atatic compactIon, impact "o",paction, ..ad
kneading co",(Oaction. The "a"a1 soil p~op..~tiea measured
a~e the as-co"'pac~eil unco"C;ned strength (U), isotropically
consolidated undrained strenqth (CIU), as-compacted and
soaked C~R's, unconCined o~ axially unconfined swell, and
swellinq pressure for the condition of zero ~olume chanqe.
TypeS of Laboratory Compaction
The """n widely used compaction test for field control
is the impact type. It has been standardized, and appears
in the literature a. ASTM D698-66T "nd Dl557-66T (7).
Briefly for D-698-66T, the procedu~c is to compact the
soil in three layers in a 4-inch i.d., 1/30 ft. 3 1D01d
with 25 blows/l~yer of ~ 5.5 lb. r~~r of 2 inches dia-
motor, f~llin'J' l2 inehe,.. The ener'J'y exerted i51 148,500
inch lbs. per ft.
3
of soil. The 01557-66T method differs
in th~t the soH is compacted in five layers by a 10 lb.
rammer fallin9 18 inches, with 25 blows/layer. The cnerqy
exerted by this method is 675,000 inch lbs. per ft. 3 of
soil, or ~bout 4.5 times the encrqy exerted in 0-698-66T.
Both of tho so tests employ the aid of a collar above the
mold. At the end of compaction, the collar is removed ~nd
the soil ~bove the mold trimmod away. The amount of
compacted soil which muSt be trimmed away is D function
of the operator's skill and care. Kowever, part of the
compaction ener9Y w~a ·w~sted· on this materi~l.
it should also be mentioned that nOt ~ll of the
~pplied en"r9Y ia used to densify the soiL Since the
ramrncrbcad is smaller thsn the inside diameter of tho mold,
an indeterminate amount of the ener'J'Y is used to shovc the
unconfined portion of the soil hori~ontally and vertically
upward. In all probability, some portions of the aample
are actually lOOSened by the ~ction of the raJm\Cr. As
the density increases, the confined soil aets ~re and
more elastically in its response to the rammer. and much
of the applied enerqy is lost ~s the sample rebounds al~st
instantaneously. To illustrate the effect of a particular
COmbination of soil surface area to tamper area, the
"
Lo~it~ (19) ~~e cited.
Proctor compacted a clayey 60il (liquid limit. 45
..nel plasticity index. is) in two dHfercnt ..i~" moldS,
1/30 ft. J and 1/20 ft.), and applied the same compactivc
ener9Y per cubic toot to each .he. 1\ 5-1/2 lb. tamper
with a foot aroa of 3.14 in. 2 was "sed, and the drop
height was varied to achieve the same input ener9Y for
both test... The results "Bing the 1/30 ft. 3 mold with a
ratio of t~~dra;~:". 24.91 ';lave a maximum dry unit weight
of 98.0
the 1/20
at 21\ optimum moisture COntent.
mold with a ratio of • 22.1\,
the result WaS" maximum dry unit weight of 92.5 pcl
at 25\ optimum moisture content.
Holtr and Lowitz ran a similar type ""pe:dmont on
three different 80ils. They "acd a 1/20 ft. 3 mold with a
5.5 lb., 3.14 in. 2 rammer, and a 1.5 ft. 3 mold with a
187.5 lb., 70.~ in. 2 "",chanical tamper. The ratios of
tamid r ""8" for the"e two seU of equipment were 21.8\
mol a.-aa










Sandy 116.1 10.1 117.5 ,. ,
Silty 120.0 11. 7 120.0 1l.7
Clayey 105.9 Le.5 108.5 IG.8
"
The result" of both of thes" investigations dCffiOnHcate
that as tn" percenta,.." of the surface area covered by the
compactor increases, for" constant input energy, the result-
ing unit weight increas"s and the Ome decrea"es. More of
the energy is thua used to increase unit weIght and lea" is
wasted in unnecessary aoil displacements. It should be
pointed Out though that Proctor's experiment contained
another variable, the height of hammer fall. This gave a
variable impact velocity and may account for the large unit
weight difference compared to the Holtz and Lowitz r"sults
which were obtained with a constant height of hammer fall.
When comparing the moisture-unit weight curves for a
soil subjected to different energy levels of a given compac-
tion type. only qualitative decisions can be reached COncern-
ing an energy-unit weight relationship based on the gross
applied ener'JY.
Two SOMewhat different methods are commonly used to
achieve a unit weight increase by kneading action. They are
the llarvard miniature compactor, and a larger, mochanical
device oper.. ted in accordance with M5HO Method Tl73 (591.
The suggested ""'thad of us.. for the Uarv.. rd miniature
apparatus is described by A5TM (45). The apparatus consists
of a 1/454 ft.), 1-5/16 inch i.d. mold with collar. and a
spring-loaded, 0.5 inch diameter, cyllndrical tamper. The
spring-loaded tamper is adjustable sO that the spring starts
to compress at some preset force on the tamper base. It i ..
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Using snd extending the general concepts advanced by
""mba (27, 28), Seed and Chan (55) concluded that for static,
illlpact, and Harvard lIliniature kneadin" cOlllpaction, all
samples prepared dry of optimum had similar, relatively
flocculated structures, with minimal shearin" deformations
occurring during compaction.~ For samples preparcd wet of
OptilllUlll, kneading compaction, with its larger shear strainsl ,
gave the mOSt dispersed microstructure, while impact COIll-
paction produced a somewhat dispersed structure, and static
compaction resulted in the least dispersed structure. The
cenclusions wcre based on stren"th, stress-strain, and
shrinka"e characteristics of a silty clay. An example Of
their results is shown in Fi"ure 4. llo"'ove r, Seed lind
Chan also point out that different clays will react
differently to compaction, some dispersing at water contents
below their optimums, and others retaining their flocculated
atr",ct",res even under lar"e shear strains at moisture con-
tents abOVe the optimulll.
Volumetric Swell
A prilllary COnCern for compacted soil when under low
surcharge and with free water available, is the tendency
for the soil to imbibe water and increase in volume. Not
only is the swell a function of the lIlineralogy of the soil.
but it is also a function of tho compaction type, the
1. The same conclusion with respect to particle-particle
movement ebtains ~n the a",thor's aggro"ation hypothcs.s,
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FIGURE 5. SWELLING PRESSURE 'IS.
COMFJlCnON PRESSURE; AFTER
LEONARCS (30)
pore fluid and the equilibrium volume change. These
rehtionships arc sho•.." in figure 6. lie considered that
adsorption and vOlume increase waS a function of cation
hydration. osmotic pressure, and capillarity. for Vicks-
bur';;J Buckshot clay statically cor.:pacted in a Ilarvard lDinia-
ture mold at ,.inus 4\ to pluS 2\ of the optimum lDoisture
content he concluded that swell was due only to osmotic
pressuro and capillarity.
Lambe (28) also concluded that volume chan';;Jc properties
could adequately be explained by double-layer considerations.
His experimental verification consisted of changin';;J the
temperature of a consolidated sample of Boston blue clay
with the sample loaded under a constant surcharge. The
sample was consolidated at 20' C., the temperature was
raised to 41" C., and finally the tempersture was returned
to 20" C. Under the constant surcharge, the clay compress-
ed with the temperature increase, and expanded with the
temperature decrease.
Accordin';;J to dOUble-layer theory, a temperature in-
crease and the resulting decrease of the dielectrlc constant
depresses the double layer, and conversely, " temperature
decrease expands the double layer. Starting frolD an
equilibriulD condition (20' C.) and then depressing the
double layer (increasing the telDperature to 41' c.) would
result in a decrease in the osmotic pressure and a volume
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FIGURE 6 EFFB:iS OF $Otl.KING IN A SALT sCJ..un:;»,hLAOOt?4J
"
decrease until the double layers and bulk water wero aqain
at equilibrium.
While confirming other reports that swelling tendency
is inversely proportional to the molding water content,
Seed and Chan (SS) also investigated the effect of compac-
rive type on the volume chango characteristics. Using
a sandy clay with a maximum dry density of 116.7 pet at
an optimum moisture content of 15.1\ for a given input, and
Huvacd miniature-type compaction, they compacted kneading
and static type samples at 113 pet and 12.3\ moisture
content, and kneading and static type samples at 113.4 pel
and 17.0\ moistun, cOntent.
The dry-side samples acted quite similarly in that
the static sample .h~ed 10\ swell, and the kneading sample
about 9.S\, Axial Shrinkage upon drying from the as-
c~pacted state also gave similar results, i.e., about
0.8\ for both samples. The wet-side samples demonstrated
a considerable dependence on compactive type. The s~tic
s""'ple swelled 5.5\, and the kneading "rnpl" only s""'ll..d 3.1\.
The axial shrinkage measurements gave 1.3\ lor the statlc
sarnple and 4.0\ for the kneading sample. Their results are
shown in Pigure 7. The authora point out that this is the
expected result, that dry of optimum. neither compaction
method imparts large shear atraina to tho sample, and a
random, or well flocculated, structure is m&1ntained. Wet
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larger foot penetration, at constant density results in an
increasingly dispersed Btructure.
In a discussion of Seed and Chan'. (55) paper, Olson
and Scott (40) introduced the cOncept" that ""re to become
Olaon'. theory of compaction for fine-grained soils (38).
In their discussion, 01aon and Scott explained Seed and
Chan's axial Shrinkage results with the notion that at a
water content far on the dry side of optimum, the volume is
maintained by a very high nagiltlve pore presBure. Dryin';J
will reBult in an increase In negative pore pressure and a
alIght volume reduction, aince the soil Is highly incompres-
sible. As the Boil moisture becomes discontinuous, an
elastic volume increase will occur. The nct volume change
will depend on the initial as-compacted moisture content
and negative pore ~ator pressure, tho higher moisture con-
tent and larger denslty samples, starting trom a much less
negative as·compactod pore prcssure and subjectcd to the
same physical action during drylng, will cxhibit larger
volume changes.
It is telt that Olson's expianatlon better tits the
observed results, viz., that dry-side s~ell is larger than
wet side due to the higher negative pore pressures, and
extending his ideas, that kneading c~paction on the ~ct
side of optimum moisture content effectively lessons the
remaining negative pore ~ater pressure as ~itneased by in-
creascd swell and decreased shrinkage of the statically
compacted soil, when compared with the kneading results.
"
The inportance of the effect of atreas history On
s~elling has been clearly demonstrated by Barber (2) and
Seed. Mitchell, and Chan (56).
Some of sarber'. data have been plotted as figurea 8
and 9. Figure 8 shows the effect of volumetric restraint,
for a periOd of 24 hours during water uptake, on the final
height change of the aample after removing the confinement,
as a function of molding water content lor Tuxedo clay.
figure 9 shows the aame trend for two soila which were
statically compacted air·dry, and then unloaded step-wise
after volumetric equilibrium was achieved at each step. The
final increase in thickness at 0.02 kips per square foot for
each Boil unloaded in this ,,,,,nner is seen to be much less
than that for duplicates allowed to achieve equilibrium
undor an initial surcharge of 0.02 kips per squar~ foot.
Barber conaiders theae results to indicate particle ro-
arrangements under the various restraints.
The same type of roaulta were reported by Seed. Mitchell,
and Chan (56) and aro rcprodllced as Figure 10. Their dsta
"how that. quslitatively, the swelling of a compacted sample
as a function of time resembles the unloading responsc of a
saturated clay. It appears from their results that a sur-
charge-dependent collapse or internal structural rearrange-
ment i" occurring. Tho largcst initial pressur~. which pre-
sumably would caUSO the greatest parti~le rearrang~rncnt upon
wetting. yieldS the least swell after all sampl~s achieve
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y~ C08PO.ltio~ of the liquid which the ~il imbibe.
alao ...ftecea the -agnitude of the .quilibri~ vol~ c~n9•.
Stl.cl.. IUt.o:Mll. &rid Chan (561 "'Ariad the cal"htlll "-ca·
tat.. ~~n..... tion in the ....t.r .....ilabl. to sandy clay
5&115'1•• cooop.ct.ed by netic aJld luaodin'l _U>cda to .. dry
denaityof 111.) pet at 17.3\ ...ate' cOft~nt (vet of opt~l.
~ir c••uita .~. for ~ _tatl"aliy Ca.p&C~d sample,
fro- 5.2\ .....11 for" ..ero -01•• per lieer calciu- .Catata
SOlutIon, to 3.4\ .....11 for" 2.0 .al•• per lieer solution.
at aerO and 2.0 .al•• per lieer _olution., ....peeriYely. All
.ampl•• ~r. allowed to awell under .. 0.1 k9/e-2 ."rcharga.
ror both ...pl•• , the ahapea of the cur..... of per Cent
ineze•••• in calciUIII ace tat.. ccntent of th" .clution. wol,lld
not fur the, dec,••". the per "ent .....11 "i'letfie_ntly.
A••umlnq that no further chang8 in per cent &"'all can be
tot.l .ff.ct On thlo .tatic .....pl to r.duc. tb. swen l.U
or 15' of thlo ~.ro concentration 11 ••nd for the kneadin9
sampl•• to r~uc. the .well 2.5\ or '" of the ~.rO con-
centration ....11.
The hi9h Hn.itivity of tbos disperaed .uuct=. (kn• ..:l-
in'l type) cooopared to the flOCCNlated __ t.asonable fr_
tbos dOuble la~r viewpoint, yet it do-s not ."plain the hi9h
.....n nhibitad by the flocculated s_l. at very hi9h calci_
"
acetate concentrations. This anO~ly may be understandable
in terms of effective atreaa differences for the two compac-
ti"e types. Hi"he" effecti"" neqative pore pre."ures in the
atatic sample would easily explain ita Iar"er per cent swell.
Ladd (25) alao inveatiqated the effect of varyin9 the
cation concentration on the resulting awell of compacted clay.
He used Vicksburq buckshot clay, a clay hiqh in calcium
montmorillonite, and dynamically compacted it into oon-
..olidomerer rinqa. The liquid. either distilled water, a
0.5 molar CaC12 solution, or a 5 molar CaC12 SOlution, was
made available to both aides of the 80il sample simultane-
ously, and awellin" was allowed to occur under a 200 pounds
per square tOOt surcharge. Ladd'. reault8 ..re reprOduced .. s
Fiqure 11.
At ..11 molding ~.. ter contenta, th" per cent heave d.. -
creaaea ..a the molarity of the ao ..king 801ution incr....aea.
wdd ""a eati_ted th..t the total ion concentration in the
5 molar CaC12 aOlution f ..r exceeda the exch..nqeable c .. tion
concentration in the soil for ..11 ~.. ter contents. And.
therefore, double l ..yer expanaion ahould not occur upon
cont..ct with the 5 mol.. r solution.
Recoqnizing this, Ladd offered ..s explan.. tions, for the
volu~ chanqes observed at moisture contents belo~ 21.5\,
negative electric and ~ndon Van der W.... ls· force fields On
~ater, cation hydration and the attractiOn of the particle
surface for ~ater, el"stic rebound and a flocculated orienta-
tion, and the buildUp ef positive pressure in entrapped air
..
zo
•~ ,. Note. Wal., tD4"'''' oel/usted
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durin9 •• t~ration. The firs;. tWO !.ctors would seem to be
of Dinar b'portanee. "hile el••Uc rabound _uld _e.. qui te
iaportant. aince the restraining forc•• - t~ ftQ9.~i~. poro
..ata" pre'lut.' - _uld be cancelled by the .yail.bie ..ata...
Air pra••ure buildup could .110 explain .~ of ~.. awell
for ~d·. te.t., .ince _tee .." ••U~ to enUlr Uwo
aa:cpla fr_ both .ide' ..at"-r than ta.Ying on. f"e. of the
...cpl. open to t;he atmO'phere. "iUl air able to l.ave Ole
.......1. II the .... tdnq f.-ont adviOnc:ed.
TPIP'ratura aHecta on the vol ...... of .. c_~cted sample
can be extrapolaced frca theoretical and .xper~nt.l .tudi••
on • .,cutated .oil'. ~ (271 hal indicated that an ~n-
cr•••• in temper.ture "ill d.c.-•••• the dovbla layer thlck~
n.... Thi, change take. into account the effect of tempera-
cure change on the dielectric con.tant of tho ..arer.
Theoretical ral.tion.hipa developed by Campanella .nd
Mitchell (9) t.ke into .ccount the volvmetric change of
~.ter .n4 .tner.l matter with te~par.t~r. change. Their
~ory W'a confirDQd by experiDent.l reault•••nd they
found th.t during a temper.tur. incr..... wat.r drain. out
of an llOtroplc.lly consolld.t.d '&apl., or if dr.in.g. i.
pr.v.ne.d. po.itiv. pore w,t.r pres.ure. develop. They
.liJO confir_ that the opposite r.sult. occur it tl>a • .-.pl.
i ••w.,ecttod to • t ......r.tur. d.cr.....
For the parti.lly s.tur.ted coapactad soil. with n89'-
tiv. pore w.t.r pr•••ur. r ••tr.inin9 tM """Pl. _what,
• d.cr.... in double l.yer ~hickn••• a~ cOna~&n~ wa~er cOn-
incr.... in volume un~il • new aqvilibr1ua i. r.ached.
will d.cr.... UIa n''1a~ive pore "at.r pr•••vr. &nd ,11_ the
aoil to ."pand. Bot.'> of the .. pbe.....n. occvr dl,l. to ,
cr.... will cau.. the .oil volume to incr.....
(J) .1.0 inva.tiq.t.d the volu.a chanq' chacact.ri.tic. of
compact.d cl.y. Their ~thod of approach wa. to .ubject
compactad .ampla. of n.turally occurrinq clay to one-
tho f.ctOr. which influence paramet.r. Cl and C2 in the
equation
dV/V .. Cl d (0 - "al • C~ dC"a - "wI
wher., dVfV i. volu=etric .tr.in.
o i. the ~ot.l applied .ez....
u. ia d .. pora air pr nd
~ 1. the pore w.t.r pr•••vr•.
Their r ••ult. included the findinq. that
·Collap.. occurred in .11 c.... Of .-pl•• co.-
pactad appr.ciably dry Of opti.ua. on wattinq to •
r.rO .uction pr•••vre u.nd.r a 1..,9' applied .tre•••••
The hiqher the clay cont.nt UIa __ ll.r the collapse.
pr••u-bly because of the .~lt&neou••_llinq that
_.t occ...,. SAmpl•• ~ctad clo.. to opti_
abo...s nO collapse.'
The authora alluded to the collapse mechanism being a
ao,>dden reduction in the rigidity of the skeleton caused by
a flocculated atructure which is inherently sensitive to
negative capillary water pressure. They offered no sub-
stantiating experimental evidence.
In a discussion of a paper by Dudley (13), ~onards and
Altschaeffl (31) pointed out that upon wetting, compacted
clays may exhibit considerable volume decrease. They pre-
sented as evidence the results of one-dimensional compres-
sion testa on a limestone residual clay prepared by standard
Proctor compaction. The results showed volume change as
a function of the preaa.ure On the s""'Ple for the as-
compacted caSe as well as the relation generated when
samples were allowed to imbibe water after reaching equi-
librium with various pressures at the compaction moisture
content. They concluded in part that volume change depends
On the compaction water content and the applied pressure at
which water is added.
Swelling Preaaure
An important indicator of potentially troublesome volume
changes is the swelling pressure generated by changes in the many
variables inherent to the aolid-water-air soil syatem. It
is the pressure chan..-e that causes volwne chan..-e in most
cases, and a knowled..-e of swell pressure behavior will
allow a better model of the compacted soil to be developed.
for the simplified model of a sat~ated sy.tem at
con.tant volume, the Langmuir equation from double-layer
theory predicts the s ...elling pre. sure to be (23):
p • 2nkT (cosh 2e2 ~d/kT - 1)
...here: , ,. 'M swelling pres.ure
"
,. ". ooncentration ., electrolyte,
" ". Bolt.mann'. con.tant, C. ". Absolute temperature
, C. ". valence ., ,,, cation
"
,. ,,, charge " • proton
"
,. ,,, potential mid...ay between ,.. parallel
plat....
unfortunately, ". very factors ...hich allo... this rela-
tionship to be simply developed, i.e" parallel plates, a
dilute saturated system, snd rero volume chsnge as the
press~e is developed, make this equation unusable as a
quantitative predictor for compacted .oil. A criticsl
examination of double layer theory, in particular the
....ellin'1 pressure, has been made by Lo'" (32) i.n which he
concluded that ",., it cannOt be depended on for an accu-
rste description of ionic exohange, clay ....olling and
other allied phenomena,"
Seed. Mitchell, snd Chan (56) have studied the effects
of time, s~ple shape, soil structure, and the relation.hip
between .well pressure and the amount of swell for compact-
ed specimens,
Concerning ti-e .ffects, th.ir ob.erv.tions indicated
that the increa•• in .w.ll pr.saure ..y continue for a
ron.ider.ble period of ti t an ever-decro••ing rate.
ev.n for a bigh initi.l d.gr of ••tur.tion. 'their data
do not indic.te ~~y d.crea.. in avell pr•••uz••fter the
.eapl. i. given ecce•• to w.t.r.
They explaiDad that in .ome t ••t.. the .vell press~.
did drop for a short ti=e .fter w.t.r was introduced to
the .eapl•• and inve.tig.tion. indic.ted thet .fter co-pac-
tion and prior to ronfineaent (. period of 3D .tnutesl.
the lIRr••tr.in.d upper .~f.c. of the .eaple developed. a
convex .hape. A. a rosult of this .ampl••h.pe. the
equilibrIum .woll pro.~uro was l ••s than for .n identic.l
s.mpl. tri~ pl.nar before tosting. snd, as previou.ly
.tated, th.r. w.r. initial d.cr••••• in .w.II pr•••ure
which wore not ob••rved for the trimmed .ampl•••
Th. 1nfluonc. of slight volu~ ch.ngo on the obs.rvod
swoll pr•••ur. was confirmed by the result. of tests On
idontic.l .ampl.s, where proving blr. of different .tiff-
n..ss were u_ to _ ••~.. the develOped pressllre. As
.xpected. the _.s~.d pressllr. iner.a.ed with incr••sing
&tiffnes. of the proving bar.
The .ff.ct of soil structur. on .welling pressure w••
d_.trated by the fact that for tvo soU., • sa.ndy clay
and • silty clay. higher swell pr•••~•• d.v.loped for the
.tatically cc.pacted soapl•• than for kneading-type aa.ple••
"
over the entire ra"':Ie of unit weight considered. Reasonin'}
that kneading compaction results in a more diapers..~ struc-
ture than static compaction, they concluded that the more
flocculated Structure by static compaction was the reaSOn
for the 1&'-9"" swoll pressurea developed.
The effects of unit wei9ht and moisture content On
8wel11n9 pressure were found to bB si~ilar to the volume
chanqe results. That is, swelling pressure increased with
incre"sinq density and. decroasing water content.
The procedure used by seed, Mitchell, and Chan to
measure both 8wel11n9 pressure and per cent swell was such
that water was introduced to the tOp of the sample through
.. perforated disc. Provisions for a110",1"9 air to escape
at the bottom of the ..ample were not. indicat.ed. !herefore,
the possible effects due to entrapped air, at. hiqh pres-
sure within the sample, are not known.
A different. conclusion concerning t.he effect. of mois-
t.ure cont.ent. on swell pressure can be drawn from result.s
report.ed by OlsOll (40). Lllit.ic clay specimens Were cOm-
pacted by kneading compact.ion, placed ~n a consolidation
preas, the bot.torn of esch sample waS given access to wat.er
in small increment.s, and axial t.otal stresses Were ad-
just.ed so t.hat. no volume chanqes occurred. !he result. was
that. the swelling pressure vs. molding moisture cont.ent.
curveS were quit.o similar in Shape t.o t.he dry density ~s.
molding moisture content compaction relationships. !hat.
i •••well pre••ure incree.ed •• the level of compAction
incr••aed ••nd tor a given lev.l of coapection the aaxi-
....wellin'1 pr•••ure occurr.d .t tne opti__i.tur..
cont."'t.
A.ccordi"'1 to " ..if! and \lal<.r (H) tne ......111"9 p....-
.ure 9"l'ICIr.t.ed by a c~t.ed clay which i. 'live", ecce••
to v.~r i. in~luenced by .'1~nq, Thi. Influ.nce i. due to
tWO oppo.i~'1 t.ctor•• the increa.in'11y n&9ative pore vater
pre••ur. cie...loped durin'1 .qin'1. and U.. for_tion viti>
ti_ Of electrocho/D.ic.l bond. betveen the clay plat....
Th.ir r ••ult. indicate th.t "tho .vell pre••ur. Of • c~
pact.d clay. pArticul.rly .t hi'1h initi.l den.itie•• tend.
to incr•••• vith aqinq and then qradually to d.cre.se to
approximately the final value after about 20 d.Y.,"
,.
COMPACTION MECHANISM HYPOTHESIS
The q041 of thia research ia an e~pl.n.tion of the
.chieve~nt of co~paction of fine-grained 80il& in ter~. of
aoil atructure and changes thereof. The explanation ia
based in part On findings of previous love.rig.tora,
principally ~mb& and Olson, and upon tests on a aiogle
c~rci.l clay (Edgar PLastic ~.olin) in a aingle com-
paction mode (_eatie). The hypoth••ia atatea the nece••ity
of (e) reco9ni~in9 • greater number of fabric levels than
is common and (b) recognizing that the stre•• history prior
to compaction can atrongly influence the compaction r ••ult.
The follo~ing ia the postulated explanation for laboratory
static compaction of kaolinite, from dry soil to the ••-
compacted state.
Initial Soil Str~~t~re
Before the addition of water to the kaolinite, no
more than a few mole~lar layera of adaorbed water are
preaent on the parti~les. In this atate many of the parti-
~lea, each being many unit layera thi~k, are flocculated
in face-to-face faahion due to Van der Waala' for~e., and
probably hydrogen bonda which developed aa the Van der Waala'
"
forces brought the p~rticle8 closer together. E~ch gcoup
of face· to-face particles can be thought of as • domain.
Depending on the amount of hydrogen bonding. much of the
adsorbed water will be found On the domain surface rather
than uniformly distributed around each flocculated particle
in the packet. Figure 12 (51 is an idealired tOpH••enta-
tion of three air-dry dOll'.alns. Th" rel .. tive spacing be-
tween the domains is quite variable and for the mixing
technique used in this research is constantly changing, but
the orientation and spacing of particles within each domain
ia much more constant. Each particle "'lehin the do.... in is
many unita thick (not shown) and these repeating units
are permanently fixed with respect to each other in the
p"rticle.
The uaual procedure is to add ~ater to the air-dry
soil, either in increments or continuously, and to a~itare
Or m~x the soil so that the moisture is, in a ~ross sense,
evenly distributed throu~hout the soil. This can be done
manually or as ~as dons in this research by means of a
mechanical blender.
As the soH domains cOme into contact ~ith the ~ater
mist durin~ a..itation in the mixer, the external double
layers begin to form, and dependin.. On the de~r..e of bond-
inq ~ithin the domain, ~ater is adsorbed between the !ace-
to-face particles and a slight s~ellinq o! the domain may
occur. This is shown in Fiqure 12 (bl.
"
(oj
Notr Fer tAmP,I;c:aTion od~
pOflic~ ed9ft ore shown.
FIGURE 12. IDEAUZED REPHESENTATlON OF DOMAINS AND
FORMATION OF AGGREGATE
"
Figure 12 (el shows the condition 88 more water is
added. The external double layers continue to develop,
and do_ins ..te I\eld to one ..nether in edge-eo-face arrange-
ment forming aggregates as they collide due to agitation
by the mixer. This attraction is principally Van de" Waala,
and to so.... "xtent mutual desire for the ",ate. on the
aurfaces of the domains, since there i ... large net water
deficiency in the system. Continued agitation causes the
flocculated groups of domaina to grow in size and decrease
in number. As water continues to be added. the water in-
evitably will be unevenly distributed among the many aggre-
gates and domains. Hence domain-aggregate growth continues
to occur since the water-poor domains are hold at the
water-rich sites on the surfaces of the aggregates.
At some pOint during the mi~ing operation the quantity
of water on the surface of an aggregate may be large enough
so that this water exhibits, at least temporarily, buL~
w"ter properties. Collisions and contacts "llIOng aqgreqates
in this state will cause the aqqregatell to fuse due to
c"pillary pressures caused by the menisci developed near
their points of contact. These fused aggregates will be
called apparent aqgregates. This Situation is shown in
figure 13 (al.
By this process the apparent aqgregatell will continue
to grow with increasing water content. However. the lIhear
strains developed within these quite large apparent
"
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MOi.t~o ~an be redi.tribut04 a~q tbe a99re9atea by
liquid flOW and vapor flow. Liquid (low requiro. ·point.
o( ~ont.~t· .-n9 the a9qre9.. to. and t"" path lon9th bet_n
a99r09ata. bavinq appreciably dittarant ~iatura eontent.
eould be quito lonq. It la doubtful vhatbar any aiqnifi~ant
_i..t"ro r.."iatribution oc:cur .. in tili .. _nnor. "",i.t=o
__t by vaporization and eond.....ati"" probably doe.
occur, and 9ivon a auffieiant period Of tt-. tbe "9'1r~atea
vill achieve eq\lilibri.... with tha .-biont relative humidity.
Intra*aqqre9ate ~i.ture .iqration vill OC:cur aa fluid
flow ~ro or le•• freely dependin9 On t"" thiekneaa of the
vater layer and the maqnitude of the drivin9 faree. Thi.
drlvinq foree i .. aet"ally the oamoti~ pre".ure d.veloped
due to tba ditterene•• in eation eoneentration at varioua
point. in the liquid. Sliqnt parti~la roarn.ngementa and
p..rti~le ..pa~inq ~bang ... will oc:~ur. Tb. r"arrangement
will be ••••ntially ~omplete atter all .urfa~e ...ni ..~i have
the .am. radi"... The aire of tha radi"a dopenda on the
..o"nt aa vall a. the cation ~on~entration of the water and.
the propertio. of the elay .inazal involved..
CoIIp!~tion Mec:hani ..
It baa been poatulated that prior to eo.paction the
prepUation of the elay aoil ~a,,_a tha appaar",,~. of
_~roa~opic balia or "9gr&9..te. """"_ intra*&qgre9ate
~i.. ture ia at Ie.... than ar-oapheri~ pre...~. but with a
relativaly hiqh deqrea of .... t"ration, and on. whi~h i ..
"
si~nificsntly higher than that of the uncompacted rna ••
• s a "'hole.
compaction is accomplished by the reduction of void
space at a <:on.tant moisture content. That is. no water
leaves the system. The density increase is due to the
reduction of air void. only.
During compaction it is of secondary importance that
the aggregates are made up of clay particles, since very
little total aggregate volume change will occur (the vol-
ume of air within the ....gregate. ill small). Dendfication
Can occur by resrrangement of aggregates into a denser
packing even it they are ir>divid.ually ri91d. lIowever, "t
most compaction water contents, the aggregates act in a
viscoelastic manner and can deform under the compactl"e
load to conform to the available inter-aggregate void
apace.
Schematically thia densification is illustrated in
Figure 14. Parta (a) and (b) shOw the decreaae in inter-
aggregate void ratio (densification) which can Occur with
only translation and rotation. The aggregates have not
changed shape Or volume, they have merely been rearranged
ao that (b) ia s denser packing "han (a). Figure 14 (c)
shows the fur"her decrease in inter-aggregate void space
which can occur if the aggregates deform to flatten at
points of contact and to conform to the shapes of availablo
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FIGURE 14. IDE4.LIZED REPRESENTATION OF AGGREGATE
COM~cnON.
"
intra-a.." ....,at. voida •• tWO of the &99t• .,&toa .xperienc~
unit ~i9ht increaaes due to .99r~.t. yoluee decreases.
For thi. figure volu=e Ca) ~ volume tbJ > Yolu.e tel.
Laboratory cOEpact~on aay t. achievad, as previoualy
auu,d. by • n~r o~ '!iffarent procedur•• ineludinq
~t. ~.adin9. en4 atatic type load1ng, and ~ti.l to
full cOYere,,_ of the ~r!.e. of the loll. The prOCedure
u.-d in ~i. inv.'ti"ation ~•• non-~~ct. rapid rise-t~.
controUed loading r"te type of lOAdillg with full cover __,,_
of the 4011 autfa"a. To better underetand the ._planation,
it ~. etr•••eel that at no time during co-paction i. the
.atern"l <:0'09......1". load " .. l H. It bullde up rapidly
to ..... predete""ined peak, h lntalned at thi. value for
• ti=e conaid.cably longer than we. required to reach the
peak, and i. finally relc•••d concl~4in9 4en.ificAtion of
the .oil.
The don.ification occ~r., At .n ev.r docre••ing r.te
from the O~t..t of loading, d~e to (l) eqqreqAto rearr.ngo-
....nt. not req"iring defor..... tion, (2) eq9req.t. re.rrange-
...ntA initiated by .light aq~e.hing or yielding, III void
.pace filling a••ggreqet•• Are d.forDAd .nd literally fl~
intO the n.c••••ry .~pe, and tin.lly Itl the reduction of
po••ibl. intr.-aqqr.q&t. air void•.
A. the den.ity incre.... di.cr.t. eqqreq.t•• beca.e
l ••• and 1••••pparen~ "fttil ti••lly they 10.. their
in4ividu.llty .lac.t completely.
••
The .1cro.tructure or fabric of an individual aSgre-
q'ta also ..y change. If the chang_ da.. ~cur it viIi
be toward • .ara directional arranq...nt of particle.,
parallel to the plana of "jor atr••• incr..... The
p~ticl. raorientation occurs a•• re.ult of InLr.-agqreqate
aLralnlnq and surf.ca a.earlnq. Fabric reorientation in-






























This p~~ticular loil was used becaul. it 1, readily
available in large batches Which do noe differ aignificantly
from one another; a considerable amOunt of c~plimentary
experimental information ha. been gathered tor this loil at
Purdue and elsewhere; and finally beelul. its lack of Lm~
purit!•• makes it amenable to the X-ray diffraction technique
for measuring relative putlele orientation. In addition to
theae reasons the lack of a significant quantity of inert
filler, i.e., ailt and .and. enhances reaolution of the
experimental results.
soil Preparation
The initially air-dry soil lOa. brought to the desired
moiature content with the us. of • Patterson-Kelley Twin
Snell Liquid-Solids Blender ...hown in Figure 15. In this
machine the loil within the slowly rotating shall is continu-
ally dropping onto, and being agitated by, rotating high-
speed beaters. Tha ahall rotataa at 20 rpm, whila tha beaters
rotate at 2,800 rpm. The water i. introduced through a
fiaxible line into the hollow axle of the rotating beaters
whereupon it entera the ahell a. a mist, due to the motion
of the beatera. Figure 15 ahowa the blender equipped with
a lucit. ahell, however a atainleas ateel ahell was uaed for
thia aoil preparation.
Detailed operational procedures were developed by trial,
with the objective of producing a distribution of discrete
soil aggregations. Test batches K~l and K-2 each con.isted
"
of .pproxi.ate1y 10.000 qraa. of dry .all (the .ir-dry ~ate~
content ~•• bet_n U and 2\) pIli••nOU<Jh "ate~ fo~ d ...
d••i~ed _iatll~. content. They _~. Ilixed in four P"~t•
• ach. The IUxin9 p~oced.II~..... to cha~9. the .hell ~idl
2,500 gao of aoil, .tart the .hall ~ot.tinq, .n9.qe the hiqh-
.pe«! bNur., add. 100 al. of ~.t.r oy.r • period of one
a~nllt., .11_ tha rotation end a9itetion to contin.... for
another fOllr ainllt•• , add another 100 al. of wat.r, .tc.,
IIntil tha nac••••ry aaount of ~.t.r haa baan added to the aoil.
Stover.l d .... durin9 a1><in'l, the be.ting .nd rot.tion
.....r. """(*IKlad .."il. the .hell ~". openecl and aoil cllnqin'l
to tIM be"ter" .nd in.ide ~"ll. of the "hall _re &cr.pe<!
,,~.y. Thi" procedur" ~a. al.o followed for tho other thr••
portion., "nd fin"lly ,,11 fOllr portion" "er" coabined and
~ixod qently by hand in • triple poly. thylen" baq. ~li
l.y.ra of the ba'l were then "••led individually and the
"oil .eorlld "t room temperature for • ~inl.... of 48 hOllr.
before further proce."lnq.
a"tch K·3 ~•• prepared in the .... .ann.r "xcept that
it cont.ined 7,000 qm. of acil by dry vaiqht "nd .... aixed
in tWO 3,500 gao portion••
After tIM .tor.q. period. the .011 .... ai.v.d 9ez>ely by
~, in ord.r to obtain varioll"ly .iaad fr.ction. of the
.eil aq9r.9.tion". The n."t of U.S••tendard "iave. con"i.t-
ed of the U, fIi, flI, no. 112. no, UO, and the pan. The
.at.ri"l r.e.ined on .ach .i.v......toted in .ir-eiqht
91a•• bottl•• at rcc.. teaper.tllr.. The d••iqnation lI"ed
for the material includes the batch number, the smallest
sieve size openin~ throu~h which the a~~re~ates passed, and
the she sieve On which the aggre~ates were retained. For
example, K-2, Pi-RIO indicates that these aggregates are a
part of batch K-2, they passed through the i9 u.s. standard
sieve, and they were retained On the tlO sieve, Aggregate
size distribution curves based On the sieve size openings
sre given for these batches in Appendix A,
The aggregate size distributions are recognizod to be
dependent upon the details of the mixing procedure, llo"'~
ever, holding this procedure constant permitted a focus
upon and an assessment of the ",ater cOntent variable in the
production of aggregates.
1ntra-aggregate ~lations
It is conventionally convenient to separate schematic~
ally the three phases in a soil system, Where. ~ solids,
'" = ",ater, a • air, V , volume, W = "'eight, end Vv • Vw.Va ,
See Figure 16.
1n this study, we require the additional subdivision
of the void space intO those portions within the ag9regates
(intra-aggregate) and those between the aggregates (inter-
aggregate). Figure 17 illustrates the intra-aggregate
VOlume. using the SUbscript "A" to denote intra-aggregate
quantities.
A portion of the aggregate voids are surface onea,












FIGURE n; INTRA-AGGReGATE YOUIME-WEIGHT
RELATIONSHIPS
a99re9ate volume. The bulk specific 9ravity interpreta-
tions useful for ·permanent" mineral a99re9ations may also
be applied here.
If a collection of a99re9ations is characterized by
intr,,·aqqreqate measures, these measures are averages for
the collection. To sho~ that a collection of aq9re9ates
is involved. introduce the symbol "t", as in Fi9ure 18.
In a compacted soil mass, ~e have defined inter-
a9qre9ate void space as well. The total phase diagram
could be drawn as ahown in Figure 19.
Table 2 shows the comparative values of defined ratios
of interest between intra-a99reqate and total soil values.
~ith respect to the intra-a99re9ate quantities. tv vA +
Vs • tVA appears in the denominator of three tabled ratios.
Further, Vs can be determined from WI and an experimental
determination of the apparent specific gravity, Gs ' viz.,
Accordingly, to characterize the condition of the
a99req&tes, volume measurements on them are required.
Description of Mercury Intrusion Technique
for the Determination of Aggregate Volume
The intrusion equipment used consists of " penetrom·













FlGJRE 18. INTRA-AGGREGATE WLUME-WEIGHT RELATIONSHIPS
FOR AN ASSElvB.AGE a AGGREGATES
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FlGmE 19. TOTAL ~Sl EM VOLUME-WEIGHT RELATlONSHIPS
R)R lIN ASSEMBLAGE OF AGGREGATES.
Table 2. Comparative values of Defined Ratio. of Interest





























The penetrometer, which houses the dry soil sample and
ultimately the mercury, has. bulb volume of about 6 mI.
and a precision bore capillary stem calibrated at 0.002 mI.
intervals. Retel"ring to Figure 21 th" filling device COn-
sists of a two-chambered glass tube closed at one end. A,
and with a stopCOCk, B, at the other end. This m.:oin tube
can be .e~rated at a ground joint. C. to allow the penetrom-
eter to be positioned within the filling device. A side
arm, D, which functions .a a mercury reservoir, and anOther
stopcock. E. used to introduce additional mercury between
tests are also attached to the main chamber. A more de-
tailed description of this apparatus is given by WinSlow (66),
The volume measurement procedure ia as follows,
1. The weight of the penetrometer of kno~n volume i~
rcconled.
2. The weight of the penetrometer and dry aqqreqate~
(freeze-dried (1) to control volume change upon dryingJ
ia recorded.
J. The penetrometer i~ placed in the double-chambered
glass tube of the filling device, and the penetrometer
and fillinq device are evacuated by meanS of a vacuum
pump.
4. The aystem is evacuated to the lo~est obt.. inable
pre~aure. Typically this is O.OlO mm. Mq.
S. The ~y"tem is isolated from the vacuum pump and mercury
is .. llowed to cover the penetrometer stem by rotatinq
"
the filling' device, tn"s aievatinq the aide ar_ mercury
ete..·.cil aq'lreqate eyate..
Tbe desired p,l"....ure in,;:........itbin u.. fillin...
device ia 30 to SO ~. 99_ Thi. initial pr•••ure increment
c...... the pe,..u:_ter bulb to be flooded with _reiley,
the only apace not occupied by the ..rcury Ie occupied by
however. ,inc•••mall, but ~••ur.bl. Yol~ of air ia nOt
"onta"t with ••ch other end many ere in "onta"t "ith the
in.ide '11••• • ur~."e of the penetrOMeter. tach aueh contact
.. lvea rl •• to "'hat can be conaide ..e<:\ .n air pore, with .."
The entrance of • liquid, mercury in thla c.... into a
circular pore can be ••t~ted by the followinq equation
( 65)
• • 4 Y co••,
o • <:Ii.....e.. of • circular pore
liquid and U>e pore iRudoe
..
y • ~urface tension of t~e Intrudinq liquid, 484
dyne. per em. for mercury in a VaC""m at 2SoC (lS).
e • cOntact angle of intruding liquid On the pore
w.ll. 146° for a mercury - kaolinite interhce (11).
Since soil pore a are not circular in section, the
resulting pore sizes are spoken of as equivalent pore .iz"s.
In addition to the mercury-free volumes near tho
aggregate contact points. each aggregate i. beth surficially
rough and contains a multitude of interconnected poros open
to the autface of the aggregate. At low intrusion pre••ure,
even the aggreqate surface may be imperfectly wetted by the
mercury. and tho interior volds are most certainly metcury-
free. See Fiq"re 22. The objective i. to wet the entire
surface of each aggregate without intruding th~ mercury
into the internal pore ayatern of the aggregate, and to cal~
culate the total aggregate volume at this time.
The task is simplified by the fact that the pore a
within the aggregatea have much amaller effective radii
than moat of the aurface irregularitiea, and all but a very
small portion of the external voiume ia at contact pointa
among the aggregates. Therefore. at some indeterminate
L~tru.ion pressure, each aggregate will be aimost totally
wetted, yet the mercury will not have intruded any interior
pores.
As indicated previously, the initial mercury filling
of the penetrometer containing the aggregates ia accomplished
GloM wall 0' ~.lrOrMll'l'
::. Indico~, untill..:! void
FIGURE 22. REPRESENTATION OF AGGREGATE-MERCURY
SYSTEM WITHIN PENETROMETER AT
INSUFFICIENT MERCl.RY PRESSl..fiE TO
COMPl...ETELY FlU INTER-AGGREGATE AND
SURFACE VOIDS
"t " relatively low intrusion pre....ure. When this has been
accompli"hed, the tilling dovice is rotated about its major
axis enough to lower the side arm reservoir, thus draining
the mercury away from the penetrometer and exposing the
entire penetrometer stem. At this time the calibrated stem
is read at the interface of Mercury and low pre..sure near
the open end. Typically the ste", is full or nearly so. lIny
pressure increase in the tilling device after this time
drives the constant volume of mercury further into the
penetrometer stem as smaller voids are intruded under the
higher pressure. The void volume intrudeol under any pre.. -
..ure increment can be measured simply by resoling the cali-
brated .. tern, making corrections for the variou.. factors
involved. The result.. of a typical te .. t of thi .. type are
shown in Figure 23 ..howing the cumulative void penetration
as a function of intru.. ion pre ....ure. The point of zero
cumulative void penetration corresponds to the total ap-
parent volume occupied by the aggregates within the pene-
trometer. As can be seen, the first few increments of
pres..ure increa..e re ..ult in comparatively large void
penetration compared to the void penetration occurring due
to pressure increments at higher pre"sure". The rea ..on
tor this is that at the lower pressures, the individual
aggregates are imperfectly wetted, and ..mall pressure
increase.. will drivo the mercury further into the voids
among the aggregatos in contact with ono another or tho
"
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FIGURE 23. DETERMINATION CF lNTER-"AGGREGATE \OIDS
(",-tv.> FCR A LOOSE ASSEMEl...AGE OF
AGGREGATB
..
q1••• ~n.trometer and into the 1,r9' radiu••urtace voidl.
At a"cc••• ively higher pre.,ur.a the•• void. have been filled
and the _ ..cury h being intruded into ......n ... and -...lle..
por•• wi~n ••ch aggregate. Although at rhi, higher pr••-
.....,. a&ny .ate pore. Are bein<j inu~", thele _11 dr.
letld, to .. radler .......11 vol.... c""""ge, •• <:"u be Hen lrca
the ri'l\lre.
Thole. h __ value of pre••"re which con-••ponda to
the true vol.... of the 199"'qa.... (tV,I. At rhi, value. the
phyai.el picture would ,how tbe group of '99reg'tes, some in
contect with one AnOther, imperfectly wetted by the ~rcury.
but with many of the 'g9reg'"'' heving their lerg'lt internal
voida already intruded by mercury. At thi, pr"'ure "alue,
the intruded intra-aggreqate volum. i, equal to the inter-
a9greqa..e VQl~ neer the contect pointe which h•• not yet
bIlen intruded. Aa previoualy mentioned, thia preaaure vel",e
ia indetermlnata due to the cOrllpla~ voi4 ahapea and. the
aimplifyin9 aaaumption of circular porea uaed in the 1ntrud·
ed pora aiz••quation.
Ther. ia, however, littla practIcal difficulty encount-
.red h.ra ainc. ~ 1/Oid penetration aa a fUlICtion of pr.a-
aura iller.... ia ...11 ""er the antira ran". ~ed to the
voluae of the ..."reqat.a within ~ pen.tro-eter. In Fi9",r.
23, ..hich a_a the relation bet....n intr..aion pre.aure &lid
void penetration, the aqqr...&taa' 1/01u.e at zerO c~lative
void peneuation ia 1.0a6) C\I ca, &lid the chell'l'e ill "-pparent






























the penetrometer incre~.e•• the increased number of parti-
cle cOntactS aeems to introduce a "teater error due
to incomplete wettin9. Accordin"ly altern"te techniqu".
wore sou"ht and significant succe•• was achieved with a
photographic analysis.
The method choaen wa. an indirect One wherein the
8""ce98tea to be analyzed were plloto"""phed. the ptlotos
were enler9cd .a transparencies, and the diameters of the
photo ima9Cs of the 899rogates were measured individually.
Semple enlargement printa are shown as Fiqurcs 24 and 25.
The diameters were measured by the usc of .. Zeiss Particle
Si~e Analyzer, Model TGZ-3. an instrument apecifically
dcai9ned to measure particulate size, shape, rou9runcs ••
etc. The ""alyzer functions by uain" (20) " •.. an i:tis
diaphragm. illuminated from one aide, which i' imaged by a
lena onto the plane of a plexiglas a plate. An enlargement
of the photograph ia put on thia plate. By adjusting th.,
iria diaphragm the diameter of the aharply defined circular
light apot appearing on the enlargement can be changed and
its area made equal to that of the individual particles.
if particles deviate from a circular shape, this circular
measuring mark must be so adjusted that the total area of
protruding portions of the particle becomes equal to that
of the reentrant ones ... The different diameters of the
iris diaphragm are correlated, via a collector, with a
number of telephone counters, each counter corresponding
"
•" ..:!/II.
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FIGURE 24. SAMPl..E ENLARGEMENT PRINT OF IIGGREGATES
K-I, P4-R6
..
FlGURE 25. SAMPLE ENLARGEMENT PRINT OF AGGREGATES
K·3,.P6-Re
to a certain aperture interval of the iri. diaphraqm. When
the measurinq ~rk i. equalized with a particle in the
photograph, the footswitch is depressed. Thus tho cOrre-
lated counter is actuated, and a puncher marks tbe counted
particle On tho photoqraph," The diameter measuring ranges
with tbis machine are 1.0 to 9.2 mm. and 1.2 to 27.7 ~.,
with each range being tabulated in 48 parts, either equally
or exponentially.
The diameter size distribution measurements, coupled
with an assumption that the aqgreqates were spheres permit-
ted the determination of an aqqreqate volume distribution.
Such a frequency distribution could be plotted and character-
ized by an arithmetic rne~ and a coefficient of variation. l
see Fiqure 26 for a sample. Reproducibility of results and
variation from one operator to another wero also checked
with gratifying results. Table 3 shows the results of a
check to determine the reproducibility of results using'
(a) identical photos with two different operators. and (b)
photoS of the same sample at different magnifications with
one operator.
Although the results from the particle ~alyzer are
reproducible, thero is no assurance that the lack of .pher-
icity, preferential orientation of tbe aggregates on the
background grid, and otber unrecognized factora do not























FIGURE 26. AGGREGATE DIAMETER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
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causc the calc:",l"ted volu"",. to be in arrOr. Accordingly,
these mea ..ures were CQmpared with those made by the mercury
intrusion technique following free~e drying. i.c., the
sample was weighed and photoqraphed after freeze drying and
then placed in the mercury penetrometer.
The photo for each sample was measured with the particle
analyzer, and thea" results were compared with the aggre-
gate volume resulta found with the rner(:ucy intrusion """thod.
For each sample the ratio of the arithmetic mean aggregate
volume by mercury intrusion (Y) to the arithmetic mean
aggregate volume by photo measurement (Xl w.o.. calculated
I>nd defined .. a the correction factOr (CF).
,
,
The relationship between (x) and CF was subjected to a
least squares linear regression analysis, fo~ which the
equation is
CF • 0.82107 + 4.0909 X
One can alte~nately view both measu~es as SUbject to
significant e~ro~s and conclude that the above equation
simply ~elates twO somewhat inco~~ect values. Conve~sely,
it can be concluded that both methods can yield volume
values which are sufficiently precise to accomplish the
comparisone needed in the research. The largest (P4-R6) and
the smallest (P20-R40) aggregates we~e not used for the
determination of the cor~ection facto~ equation, and its
application to them ts by ext~apolation.
"
Aggregate Weights and Weight-Volume Ratios
The ~ei9ht of Bollds per aggregate, W • waa deterMined••
for each ~terial size of each barth by hand counting the
number of aggregates in a sample, oven drying them at 110°C
to COnstant weight. weighing the sample On an analytical
balance. and dividing the resulUnq W. by the number af
aggregate.. For the very emaIL material, F12-R20 and P20-R40,
the aggregates were photographed and counted On the phOtO-
9rl1.ph rather tl>en by hand. /!owever, even for these small
sIzes, some hend countS Were pcrfor~d.
For many sircs, three or even four independent deter-
mine tiona were made. All plausible detenninationa within
• given batch and aize were averaged for a final "'SA for
thet partIcular material.
Table 4.
Sample results are shown below in
Table •• Sample Results of Aggregate Weight Determinations
Size Batch Total No. 0' Agg'. Weighed Avg. WsA in ,..---
P4-R6 ,., '" 0.03915Pij-RIO ,., '" 0.00670P20-R40 ,., 1372 0.000150
Using the W,~ the averaged aggregate volume from photo~
graphic measurements, and the correction factor for each
volume, aggregate dry unit weights were obtained. All dry
unit weights are shown under Results. Typical aample
result. are shown below in Table 5.
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Description of Aggregate Deformation Test
tn an effort to learn more about the load~deformation
characteristics of the aggregates which were co~pacted into
the gross specimens, tests were conducted on individual
aggregates.
The equipment used consisted of a five pound capacity
Statham load cell, a constant displacement rate ~ykeham­
farrance loading press, a 1/4 inch thick polished aluminum
lower platen, and a smooth lucite upper platen attached to
the load cell. The output of the load cell was tecorded on
a MOdel 321 sanborn strip-chart recorder.
The procedure used was to place " single aggregate on
the lower platen, raise the lower platen until cOntact
between the aggregate and the upper platen was imminent, and
to then crush the aggregate at a constant displacement rate
while recording the load being generated. No atte~pt was
_de to select partioular aggregates to be tested, only
aggregates which were obviously oversize or undersize due
to incomplete sieving were discarded.
Typically the load increased linearly with the deforma-
tion to a point and then increased less rapidly Or even
decreased. This was followed by a rapid increase of the
load as the fUlly~deformed aggregate wea further squeered
between the platens. The 'displacement rate was chosen
within the confines of undrained testing and protection of
the fragile low~capacity load cell. Several displacement
..
rates were tried and the rate of 0.1 in~h8s/106 seconds w.s
finally uSed. Using this rate, "test was typically concluded
in Ie•• than thirty seconds, and the final build-up of load
was alow enough so that the press could be stopped before
d .._ge occurred. This rate "'a. dO\lbled for one duplicate
series of tests, and the results did not indicate .ignifi-
cant time dependence within this range.
"
FI\..BRIC STUOIES
Such studies were carried Out in a direct faahion by
x-ray diffraetion and to a leaser degree by the qualitative
examination of atereomieroqrama obtained with. modern
scanning eleetron microscope.
Sample Preparation fer Diffraction StudY
The samples were prepared following, in general. the
procedure outlined by Martin (36). The material used for
impregnation was polyethylene glycot 6000 (commonly called
carl>owax), which "as a atron" affinity for "'''ter, ia solid
at room temperature, and melta at approximately 60oC.
Compacted samples were submerged in liquid carbowax.
at a temperature of 6ScC, 8S 800n after compaction as was
practical. Typically, the time lag was about 15 minutes,
and d,.rin9 this time the sample was stored in a seal"d
moisture box. Initially, the carbo"'a" was not allow"d to
completely aurround the BllJllple, BOIIIe of the upp"r aur! ..ce
being open to the .. tmosphere sO th.. t entr..pped ..ir could
eBcape. However, the low permeability o! the aoil ..nd the
r ..pid drying of the aur!ace at the elevated temperature did
not justify the alight benefits to be gained, and after 5
to 10 minut"s, additional carbowa" waB added so that the
aample w..a completely Bublllerged.
"
The .~bmerged samples ~er8 maintained at 6S"C" and
periodically the c'tbo~ax waa decanted and replaced with
tn,shiy-melted carbow..". Sover,'ll rep<ltitiona o~ this pro-
cedure were usually required to ensure complete removal and
replacement of the water by <:arbowax. Removal Of water ",a.
judged to 00 complete "'hen a sall'ple had been submerged in
carbowsx for a minim~ of three weeks, the carbowsx had
been changed twice, and the decanted carbows" which w••
allowed to solidify was of the .ame coler and hardne•• a.
carbow"" "hich had nOt been in cont"ce with the soil. If
at this time the decanted carbows" re~ined soft after
solidification, further ."!>mergence of the sample and " ... -
bowsx chang"s were carried out until all water had been
removed from the system.
Uncompacted aggregate aamplea were impregnated similar-
ly, except that each quantity of aggregates was covered with
liquid carbowax immediately, so that no moisture was lost
tlu:ough evaporation.
After impregnation, each sample was removed from the
oven and allowed to cool to room temperature while remaining
in its aluminum cont;oiner. After the sample was cool and
the carbowax SOlidified, it was stored in a dessicator at
room temperature.
Each hardened sample was prepared for the X-ray dif-
fraction study by removal from the tare and cutting of the
carbowax from ahove its upper Burface with a coarse-bladed
"
coping saw. Atte~ removal of the excess cschowax, approxi-
mately i in.of the upper surface was alao sawed off and
discarded, with care being taken to maintain the upper and
lower surfaces in a parallel condieion. 'to smoOth the
.a~ple'. upper aurface after saWing, it waa lapped against
a flat gla•• plate, uaing 60 grit carborundum powder and
keroaene.
At this point. the sample was cut to a aire which
would fit the holder on the goniometer of the diffracto-
meter. A one-inch aquare sample was cut from the central
area of the original sample, this smaller s~ple'. upper
surface was lapped against the gl.a. plate with 150 grit
grinding powder and kerosene. and finally it was lapped
again uaing 600 grit Crystolon 6008 silicon carbide 9rindin~
powder ..nd kerosene. This completed the prep.o.r .. tion of the
umple and its aurface for the x-ray diffr .."'tion study.
Detcrmin.. tion of P"rti",le Orientation
The x-ray diffra"'tion patterna were obtained using a
General Electric XRD-5 diffractometer. information concern-
ing machine settings, radiation source, etc., is given in
Appendix B.
Each urnple was .canned from 28 • 1S· to 28 • )0·.
This range allowed the 020 peak at 28 • 19.9· and the 002
peak at 26~24.8· to be observed.
The measure of particle orientation used was the ratio
of the height of the 002 peak to the height of the 020 peak,
and the peak h.. ighU .... re "",asur..d from a base line connect-
inq the trac.. of the backqround radiation at 28 • lao ..ith
that of the backqround radiation at 28 • 30'.
~andom and ..ell-oriented kaolinite samples "ere pre-
pared according to the procedure .uggested by P~rtin (36),
and their 002/020 peak height ratio. "ere used to evaluate
the relativ.. orientations of the .amples examined.
Althouqh there "ere exceptions (.ee Appendix Cl
eighteen X-r.y diffraction patterns were obtained from e.ch
carbowax-impregnated sample, in the following manner. The
.ample ..as surfaced as previously described, mounted in the
goniometer specimen holder, and the diffraction p.ttern
between 15' and 30' was obtained three times, without movinq
the .~ple in its mount. At this point, the sample ....
rotated 90' so that the X-ray be.m was diffracting from the
sa"" s"rfac.. , but perpendicular to its previous path. After
thi. rotation, three more pattern. were generated without
repositioninq the sample in the mount. The sample waa next
removed from the mount and a new surface exposed by resur-
facing the previously investigated face with 150 qrit powder
and kerosene, followed by 600 9rit powder and kerosene.
After resurfacing, six more pattern. Were obtained a.
described above, the sample waS aqain resurfaced, and six
more diffraction patterns were made, for a total of eighteen
patterns over what can be considered six different sample
areaS. The peak heights and peak height ratios for each
individual pattern are qlven in Appendi~ C.
Direct E~a~ination of Fabric
Visual examinations were ~ade of the original kaolinite
powder, of the aggregates prior to compaction, and of freSh-
ly fractured .urface. of compacted specimens. These ex....-
inations were undertaken with the aid of a Cambridge Scan-
ninq Electron Microscope and a Jeolco l ~~al JSM U-J
scwnninq electron microscope. Both instruments are similar
in operation and availability governed the u.e of One or the
other.
The .....ple requirement. for scanning electron micro-
scopy are that the sample be dry and that it conducts
electrici ty. The first requirement is ea.ily satisfied by
starting with dry material (as was the caSe with the original
kaolinite powder) or by removinq the water by means of heat,
free~e drying, or critical region drying (11). The .econd
requirement, conductivity, is usually satisfied by applying
a few molecul.r layers' thickness of metal to the s ....plo's
surface. Alternately, conductiVity can be achieved by
gluing the .....ple to the metal machine mount with silver
paint. ln thia work .....ples were either initially dry or
dried by free~e drying. and conductivity was achieved by
both alternate technique.. That i., some specimens were
coated with carbon followed by gold-palladium and some wero




































FIGURE 28. OOMPACnON MOll) AND RELATm ALXESSORlES
FIGURE 29. CR.L.. CDMFW:TOR FOOT AND LOAD CELL
'"
".
a Fenwal Number EA33JM8 thermistor for temperat~re measure-
Ment during subsequent swelling pressure tssta. TO sid in
sample removal aa well 8a to provide acce•• for water into
the sample during the awelling pressure teaea, two small-
diameter holcs were bored through the wall of the bra•• rinq.
one on each .~de, below the elevation Of the upper surface
of the alwninWll spacer, and fitted with copper tubes. riq-
utO 28 ShOW8 the lueite baae, A, the brass ring, Hi tho tef-
lon membrane, C; the silicon reservoir valve, D, tho vent
pipes, E; the Statham transducer, F, and the aluminum .pacer,
G. In addition Figure 29 shows the compaction foot, H; the
aluminum claibration spacer, J; the upper and lower bronze
porous stones, K; the perforated lucite top spacer, L; and
the lucite upper restrsininq csp, M. The porous stones,
perforsted lucite sp~cer, and restraining cap are used during
the swelling pressure tests. Not shown is the Fenwal ther~­
istor embedded in the brass ring. The dimensions and details
of the cell are shown in Appendix H.
Each sample waS compacted ~ a single application of a
full-coverage cOlllpaction foot. Because of the nature of the
desired information and in part due to an inability to predict
the input load va. co~pacted unit-weight-achieved relation~
ship, the independent variables were the rate of loading and
the magnitude of the input load for the compaction machine






























variable}. The ramp function ~a. utilized' this can be
described as a linear increase of the variable as a function
of time to some proqrammed maximum value, and then the
.... lntcnance of the .... ximum value of thia va"1"bl,, constant
with time. The maximum 10&<;1 (1,000 lb. Or 1,500 lb.) ""•
.... intained On the sample, allowing further densifiestion to
occur. for a period of twO minutes.
The rapid rise time followed by a relatively long term
continuation at constant load allowed the aggregate-aggregate
interaction to be evaluated. NO turther ,,(>m.pre,uion, or
increase in unit weight, of the semple aftor the initial
load buildup indicates an immediate rearrangement of the
aggregates into a denser packing by aggregate movement,
aggregate fracture, and e14~tic ~training. Long-term com~
proaaion, on the other hand. indicatea "piaatic" behavior of
the aggr<lg .. tea.
Aft<lr the .. l"paed time of two minutes, th.. load w..~
r .. le ..~ed ..nd the compaction foot withdrawn. So that an
independent direct check could be made on the aample height,
each aample removed from the cell was measured with a Vernler
micrometer. TO facilitat.. removal of the ~.mple from the
cell without disturbing it, compr..a~ed air wa~ introduced
at the previously-deacribed ports in the lower portion of
the ring. Th.. air preuure eaaily forced the aluminum
apacer, and the aample above it, out of the ring.
Before each group of samples waS comp"cted, it was
neceaaary to calibrate the entire system with respect to
load and diaplace~nt. Displacement calibration of the
Brush oscillograph was accomplished with the aid of machined
apacera of known thickneaa. The calibration of the sanborn
recorder used to meaaure ailicon oil presaure during com~
paction waa accomplished by loading the teflon diaphragm
and spacer with the compactor foot attached to the five-kip
capacity load cell of the MTS machine. This load cell waa
checked periodically by MTS company personnel. The Brush
Oscillograph and the sanborn recorder "ere calibrated
simultaneously to the magnitude of the compaction load to
be u.ed. Thi. allowed the compression of the cell and
testing fr ..me to be t ..ken into account. Since a second
Sanborn recorder ..... required to monitor a..elling presaure
after comp..ction, it ..1.0 waa c .. librated prior to each test,
with the use of .. 700 lb. capacity proving ring.
At each testing aeuion three replicate a""'plea were
compacted, nO variablea were introduced within thia group.
The first aample waa used completely for a meiature content
determination, the second was saved for carbowax impregnation,
and the third was left in the cell after compaction fo.- the
swelling p.-eaaure teat.
Swelling P~e~,ure Measu~ement. on Compacted Samplea
A. an aid to the determination of the mac~ost~vctute
afte~ compaction and its response to the forces generated
by the addition of water, ,welling pre.sura aa a function
of time was monitored fo~ selected compacted sample.. No
gro"" vol"""" change was permitted and the temperature wa~
held conatant a~ water was made available to the sample.
The epparatus used for these measurements consisted
of the previously deaeribed cell equipped with lower and
upper bronze StOnes and an upper cap to eliminate vertical
.wellinq, a Sanborn Model 321 ~low speed strip-chart ~eco~d­
er to monito~ the vertical total .tres. by moanS of the
Statham presaure tranllducer, and a eon"tant temperature
chamber (! O,2·C). Water waa supplied to the cell from an
inclined burette through a tyqon tube. Pigu~e 30 shows the
cell with the upper cap bolted down, A; the renwal thermi-
stor lead, B; the Statham pre~sure tran~ducer, C; and the
water re.ervoir, D. Not ahown are the Sanborn recorder
and the conatant temperature cabinet into which the equip-
ment shown in thi. figure waa placed.
The teat p~ocedur" was as follows. aefore comp"ctinq
the last "ample of the three-sample qroup, the lower metal
'pac,,~ within the mold waa repl<lced by a dry bronze porous
atOne. After thi••ub.titution, the soil was placed into
the mold and compacted as before. The aample wa. then
allowed to remain in the mold. The "low .peed recorder was






























Ai~ to escape through tlle upper porous atone and perforated
lucite spacer.
The constant volume swelling pressure-time relationship
was recorded until an equilibrium pressure was reached.
usually 24 to 48 hours for these particular samples, and
during this period, tlle cell temperature was monitored and
noted on the strip-chart several times. Although nO attempt
was made to change the cabinet temperature Once a test was
in progress, occasional cell temperature de~rmination.
were necessary to the analysis of the results because of
the temperature depe>ndence of the measured fluid pressure.
upon completion of the test, the free water in the
bottom porta was blown out with low air pressure, the upper
conlining cap waS loosened and removed, t~e .ample was
removed by the air pre ••"re teclulique, and it was Weighed,
dried, and reweighed so t~at water content and degree of
..aturation determinations could I><> made. r""""dlately after
removing- t~e .~ple from t~e cell, the cell was recalibrated
in the manner previou.ly explained.
n,
RESULTS
The experimental results are arranged in the following
order: particle orientation, both within =eompscted "9-
greqatea and within compacted samples; dry unit weights of
aggregates; achievement of compacted unit weight; end
results of compaction and aaturation; swelling pressure;
and aggregate deformation.
The reader ia reminded that .amplea of batches are
identified by the batch number and the sieve limits of
aggregate size. for example. K-2, P9-RiO indicates batch
number K-2 and aggregates which pa••ed the number 8 sieve
and were retained on the number 10 sieve. The moisture
content of the batch increases with the batCh number.
The prefix ts modified from K to XL to indicate that
the ....ple was compacted. If the ..rnplo was subjected to
a swelllnq pressure test after compaction the prefix becomes
tl,.
Particl.. Orientation
ln Table 6 below are the average peak heiqht ratios
(002/020) for each impreqnated (a) qroup of uncompacted
agqreqates (aqqreq.) or (bl compacted sample examined by
the x-ray diffraction tedmlque. lndividual values are
shown in Appendix C.
Tabl. 6. P.. rtic:l. (Irient.. tion by P...k lIei9ht ItI.tio
l'IOIxi_ p••k ll.i9ht ItlI t io.
5aIIple Betc:h Six. Co=pec:tinq
~
002/020
·99r e<J • H p6-Ri 1.53
u·' H p6-1l1 1000 1.13U-' H P6-RI 1500 1.96
·99"'·9· H p6-RI l.10
ItL-35 .., p6-RI 1000 2.0'
ItL-Jt .., pr.-aa 1500 2.21
"'19 r ·9· .-, pr.-RI 2.03
n-65 .-, P6-IlI 1000 2.53
n-u .., p6-ilI 1500 2.35
·99"'·9· .., 1'20-140 l.83
1(1.-26 .., p20-UO 1000 2.01
I(L-2' H P20-UO 1500 loU
&"'''''''·9· '"' 1'20-11;40 1.64KL-54 '"' p20-R40 1000 L06I(L-57 ,., P20-R40 1500 2.36
&99r&9·
.., 1'20-11;40 l.7I
KL-16 .-, 1'20-11;40 1000 2.47
I(L-U ,., 1'20-11;40 1500 2.11
Followin<,l Martin's proc"dure (36) the maximUlll snd
min~mum peak height ratios were determined to b<o 3.5 and
1,0 for th" moSt oriented and most random cases, respectively.
The relationships amon<,l peak hei<,lht ratio, batch (moist-
ure content), a<,lgr"gate size. and compacting load are shown
in Fiqures 31, 32. and 33 in the form of histograms.
The reaults show that the peak height ratio ran<,les from
1.53 for the K~l. P6-R8 aggregates to 2.81 for a K-3.
P20-R40 specimen compacted with th" 1.500 lb. load. Ouali-
tatively the histOgrams indicate that the peak hei<,lht ratio
increases as the moisture cOntent increases. This depen-
dence holds for all three conditions. the ag..re<,lates and
the compacted samples at both compacdon effort leyela. It
is also indicated that the peak hei ..ht ratio increases with
increasin.. compactiYe load. from nO load (aq<,lregates) to
the 1.500 lb. level when the moiature content and a<,l ..re-
<,late size are held constant.
ory unit Weighta of Aggreqates
The experimentally d"termined dry unit wei<,lhts of the
varioua aize ag<,lre<,lates are reported in Table 7 in pounds
per cublc foot. Results are not reported for K-3, P8-RIO
because theae aq<,lreqates were accidentally destroyed during
the determination ~d could nOt be replaced.
No conaiatent trends are obyioua for these reaults,
and a detailed analysis will be made later in this paper
under the headinq Discussion of Reaults.
K2KI
3
Ag9'"~OI. - No LoOM
2
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FIGURE 31. REL.ATlONSHIPS AMONG PEAK HEIGHT RATIO,
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F1GURE 35. OEPENOENCE OF PEAK HEIGHT RATIO ON
COMPACTIVE EFFORT
Table 1. Dry unit Weight. of A99re9ate.
8atch Size 'd, ,d
,., 1'4 ~ll:II; 15.4.., P4~a6 16.9.., P4-a6 ...,
.., P6-aI 9l.4.., P6-al 15.6.., P6-RI 84 .0
H P'-alO 93.2.., P'-alO 82.0
H pIO·all 19.0
H pIo·all 101.4.., pIO-Rll U .5
H I'll-an ".J,., pll-a20 104.5,., p12-R20 106. ,
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the exception of the samples made up of P4~R6 si2e aggre-
gates the net energy required to achieve a given unit
~eight decreases as the compaction moisture cOntent in-
croaSes. Statod "nother way, holding the net energy
absorbed constant tho unit weight increases within the
range of moisture content investigated in this study.
End Results of Compaction and Saturstion
To aid in the understanding of these results a
schematic diagram ef the recorded output from a typical
compaction test is shown in Figure 38. The output consists
of three trsces, esch showing a variable as a function Of
time. Channell records tho compactive load at the com-
paction foot, channel 2 records the compactive load
reaching the base of the soil sample, and channel 1
records the relative motion between the compaction foot
and the pedeatal en which the compaction cell rests. Aa
mentioned previously, prior to each compaction test the
cell and recorders are calibrated and the aystem compres-
aion, which will be subtracted from the total displacement,
is measured. This calibration is shown in the left portion
of Figure l8. !lote that channels 1 and 2 are not to the
same scale although they are measuring the aame load at
this time.
Referring to the letters along the time exis in the
figure, A indicates the beginning of load application, a
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lbs.) haS been reached, C indicates that two minutes have
elapsed and at this time the applied load is rapidly re-
duced to zero as indiCated by O. Note that the base load
measured by channel 2 continues to incr.ase slightly after
time B ~t is essentially constant by the time C i.
reached.
Table 8, which follows, contain. the calculated dry
unit weight, total unit weight, and degree of .aturation
for each apecimen. The varioua quantities have been cal-
culated for three different times after the start of the
compactive loading.
"At Maximum Load" refers to that point in time (B)
when the maximum compactive load has just been reached.
"After Two Minutes of Maximum Load" refer a to the time (C)
juat before the compactive load is releasad. "After Load
llelOOval" is that condition (D) just after the applied load
goea back to zero.
The "After Swell Pressure Test" degree of saturation
was calculated using the "After Load Removal" volume
mea.urement. That is, it was a.sumed that no volume
increaae occurred during the two to three minutes which
elapaed between the removal of the compaction load and
reconUnement of the soil for tM awelling pr.. uure teat.
OCcaaionally, due to difficulties with the oscil-
lograph, portions of the data were not recorded. The
_. -_ .._---... - .._.-..-- _.... - -~--
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introduction of anOth~r constant, th~ surface arca of each
COIDpacted spec'ma". It cannot be staled with "I,.solute
,"ssura"ee that U,c ·cqu;libr.um" pressure It.caSures were
indeed long-term equilibrium val""5. Lvcry cUart "'''''
~dc to control the temperature of each s~ci"",n dur'''q
these tests, however the chance of the ,"vcrag" controlled
temperature changing increases with the length of the
tc"t. In addition ...hen the true chan"" in swelling pres-
sur" is quite small over .. period of ...me, H "an be
"",,,~cd by the eff""ts of """,11 (t O.I'Cl t<"r.perature changes
occurr'ng from tt>c nonn.:>l temper"lu .." control teChnique.
For thes" reasons there w,"s a practical limit, ~ luncllOn
of elapsed time and ..alc Of change of pressure gcnucdlcd.
bayond 'WInch no ..ca.~in'lful dat~ coul<.l I.;c <.Ie"'"c<.l. a ",.:os
'll this limit thlll th .. e,-!uillbriU!JI v"lue or s'W"lilmJ prcs-
Sur" 'Was defined.
The result. of these tests arc ~ho... n in Figures 39
through 44. Each of the six figures sno'Ws the re.ult~ a~
a function of agqrcgate si.", ",ith the batch (c071lpaclion
moisture conlcntl and level of cornpactive efforl ~~ con-
stants.
In 9"n"r"l for lhe s"J"ple~ comp~cte<.l ~t th" 1,000 II>.
l"vel of effort th" results indicate that lhc m,,~imum s'Wcl-
ling prc~sure increases a~ the compacUon walcr contcnt
in"rcases. A "cn"raj ti....,-pr"~~ure ]>~lu>rn i~ ~I,." ,-,y,<.I"nt.
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FIGURE 44 RE$I,I~TS OF SWE!J.ING PRESSUM TESTS (~·3 AT ISOO
F'OOtlO LEVEU
been given acceSs to water and decreases thereafter at s
slower rate to some equilibrium value.
The time~pressure pattern for the samples compacted
at the 1,500 lb. level showed this same genersl pattern.
Kowever whereas at the 1,000 lb. level for each aggregate
size there was an increase in the maximum swelling pressure
as the compaction moisture content increased, at the 1,500
l~effort level all aggregate sises, without exception,
exhibited increases in their maximum swelling pressure
from the low (K-l) to intermediate 0{-2) moisture content
and decreases fro'" the intermediate 0(-2) to high (K-3)
compaction moisture content.
Another charac..eristic exhibited by sOme of the
specimens was an apparent temporary drop in their swelling
pressures before the maximum values were reached. This
feature is lIlOst apparent in Figure 39.
Aggregate Deformation
The output from each aggregate compression test waS
the load required to deform an individual aggregate at a
constant displacement rate as a function of the displace-
ment. Thirty replicate tests were run for each aggregate
sise-water content combination tested. The results of
the thirty tests were then averaged. These average results
are shown in Figures 45. H, and 47. Not all of the sise-
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of t~eir very small Bize or because they ~ere judged to be
atypical of the Bggregates used in the compacted specimens.
The reBults show the load-deformation curves to be
reasonably linear to BOme point beyond which the load
buildup ia more gradual. As can be seen in Figure ~6,
both the pe"k load for the linear portion of the curve and
the slope of the curve depend on the Bggregate aire. As
the B9gregate aize increases,hoth the peak load and the
dope of the curve increaBe.
However load-deformation is not the moat meaningfuL
indicator of strength Bnd elasticity when .pecimcn .ire ia
a variable, Bnd an analysis in terms of BtrcBS ia made




Relatione "",on9 th.. variables as ahown in part in
Figures 31, 32. and 33 ~ere analy~ed atatiatically with
the aid of the Wald-Wolfowitz run test (L4). This device
teatS the hypothesis that two groups of observations are
from the same population, and it doe. not depend on the
normality of the samples.
The results of the application of this teat are shown
below In Table~. An explanation of the test and the
numerical values are qiven in Appendix E.
The dependence of peak height ratio On molding water
content (fi9ure 32) for &99re9ates .. a well ..s compacted
sampl"s of aize P6-R8 ia, tor the most part. confirmed.
Of the nine null hypotheaes tested only two could not be
rejected, and both of these involve K~2 K-) comparisons.
The difference in compaction ~ater content bet~een K-2 and
K-J is smaller than that bet~een K-l and K-2, therefore,
it i. expected that fabric dependence On water content
would be les. well defined for the former pair. The com-
parison of mean values and the statistical test, indicate
that for ,ire P~-R8 the peak height ratio i' dependent On
moisture content and increase. aa the moisture content
increaaes.
Table •• Re ..ult .. " Wald-Wolfowit~ Run TeSt
Condi tion lIypothe .. i .. code' Rc ..ult
Aggregate .. PG-R8 ,., • ,., '" Reject,., • .., '" Cannot Reject'"' • .., '" Reject1,000 lb. P6-R8 '"' • ,., '" Reject,., • ,., ,,, Reject,., • ,., '" Reject
1,500 lO. P6-R8 ,., • ,., '" R.. ject,., • ,., '" Cannot Reject,., • ,., '" Reject
A99r e9a t .... P20-MO '"' •
,., (10) Cannot Reject,., • ,., ( 11) Cannot R<ljoct,., • ,., ( 12 ) Cannot Reject
1,000 lO. P20·R40 ,., • ,., ( 13) Cannot Reject,., • .., (14 ) Reject,., • .., (15) Reject
1,500 lO. P20-R40 ,., • ,., (H) Reject,., • ,., (17 ) Reject,., • .., (18 ) Reject
Ag9regates '"' PG-1<9 • P20-R20 (19 J Rejoct,., 1'6·R8 • P20-R40 (20) Cannot Reject,., P6-R8 • P20-R40 (21) C"nnot Reject
1,000 lb. ,., P6-R8 • l'20-R40 (22) Reject,., P6-R8 • l'20-R40 (23) Cannot Reject,., PG-~8 • P20-R40 (24) Cannot Reject
1.500 lb. ,., PG-R8 • P20-R40 (25) cannOt Reject,., PG-R8 • P20·R40 (26) cannot Reject.., PG-R8 • P20-R40 (27) Reject.
l'G-R8 ,., ,0.99".-1,000 lO. (28) Reject.
1,000 lb._1,500 lO. (29) Reject
,0.99·-1,500 lO. ( 30) Reject
P6-R8 ,., Agg._l,OOO lO. (31 ) Reject.
1,000 Ib._I,SOO lO. ( 32 ) Reject.
,0.99"·-1,500 lO. (33) Reject.
• T.... code ,. u.. ed a" the de ..cript.or in table £1, Appendix , .
".
Table •• (<:on~in"edJ
P6-1llI H A9'l.-1, 000 >b. (HI R"j.,,,t
1. 000 10.-1,500 >b. (351 cannot llej."t
A99.-l,SOO >b. IU) llej."t
no-uo H """9.-1 ,000 >b. un h)."..
1,000 Ib._l,500 >b. UI) R.eje<:t
......9·-1,500 >b. Ut, llej."'t
F20-UO <., "'n.-l.000 >b. HOI ""jec..
1.000 Ib._l.500 >b. Ull Ilejeet
-'99·-1,500 >b. lUI llej.ct
P20-UO <., ......9 .•1.000 lb. (U) Rej• .,t
1,000 Ib._l,500 >b. (UI Reject.
"9'1.-1.500 lb. US) Itoject
This dependence is not as appa~ent fo~ sire P20-R40
(Fiqu~e 32). The statistical test does not indicate any
dependence f04 the aqq~egates o~ f04 the lo~ and inte~­
mediate ~ate~ content pai4 compacted at the 1,000 lb.
level. Howeve~, the dependence is confi4med for the hiqh
moi"tun, content (K-3j at the 1,000 lb. level and fo~ the
enti~e moisture content ranqc investigated at the 1,500
lb. compaction level.
A peak heiqht ratio-compactive effo~t relation, sbown
in Figure 33, is confirmed. For the sire H-RS only One
ano.... ly exists, the failure to ~eject the null hypothesis
fo~ the K-3 1,000 snd 1,500 lb. combination. The trend
is established for the P20-R40 size material witbout ex-
ception.
The analysis of Figure 31 indicates, for batch K-l.
that initially the pa~ticle orientation i" "ire dependent
and that this dependence disappears under high compaction
p4essure. This trend is not evident at an intermediate
JllOistu~e content (K-2j. In this caSe the statistical
tests indicate the two sample sires to have the same peak
height ~atios at ali three conditions tested. The hiqh
moisture content samples of batch K-3 sho~ no "i.e depen-
dence for the aggregate and 1,000 lb. load conditions, but
the indication is that at d'e 1.500 lb. load "i ... P20-MO
ha" a highe~ peak heiqht ~atio than "i.e P6~R8. This last
mentioned result seems to be inconsistent with the pattern
developed, viz., the trend that ahows orientation dependence
On size only at low moisture content with 'ero and moderate
compaction loads.
If it is assumed that the peak height ratio observa-
tion~ for K-J, P6-R8 at 1,500 lb. load are erroneously lOW,
the previou~ly mentioned inconsi~tency would not occur.
Thi~ ~ame ~ample was responsible for the inability to
reject the null hypothesis between K-2, P6-R8 and K-3,
P6-R8 at the 1,500 lb. level in Pigure 32 because its peak
height ratios were too low.
In light of the trend that shOwS P6-R8 and P20-R40 to
be from the same populations for all three K-2 states of
c~paction and for the K-J aggregate and 1,000 lb. load
COnditions, the K-J, P20-R40 at 1,500 lb. load should be
from the same population as the K-J, P6-R8 at 1.500 lb.
load data. Replacing K-J, P6-R8 at 1,500 lb. with K-l,
P20-R40 at 1,500 lb. and comparing this with the K-2, P6-R8
at 1,500 lb. data statistically shows that the null hy-
pothesiS is rejected. This further conCirms the trend of
Figure J2 which shows the peak height ratio to be dependent
on the molding water content.
Making thia same replacement and comparing K-l, P20-R40
at 1,500 lb. with K-J, P6-R8 at 1,000 lb. reSults in
the null hypoth".is also being rejected. This result
improves the trend exhibited by Figure lJ to the point that
there are no exceptions among the observed dsta to contradict
'"
the observation that the peak height ratio measured is
dependent on the compactlve efCort oxerted on the specimen.
This analysis has shown that the relative degree of
orientation tendS to increase as the moisture content in-
creases for uncompacted size P6-~8 899regates as well as for
both aggregate sizes in compacted samples at both levels of
compactlve effort. These results are predicted by both the
wmbe model {271 and this ..riter's modeL
rOt the uncompacted aggregates and it it is assumed that
plasticity, the abUity to deform without fracturing. in-
creases .a the moisture content increases, the wetteSt
aggregates will incur the largest shear strains durIng mix-
ing, and tho chy phtes (Lambo) Or d=ins (Hodck) will
become better o:dented.
Similarly under the action of a compactive load.
acco:<ding to Lambe. the deg:<ee of o:<ientation ...ill inc:<lU"'e
as the "'ate:< content increaaea aince the clay pa:<ticlea can
more freely move about into a mo:<e pa:<allcl and den.er ar:<ay.
According to thia ...:<iter. denaification Occure by a re-
arrangement of the aggregates intO a denae:< ar:<ay, aimilar
to the dcnaification of g:<anula:< aoil, and by defo:<mation
of the agg:<egates to acco...odate themselvea to the shapes
of the available voida. Both of theae p:<oceases inVOlve
some int:<a-agg:<egate movements, localized surface amearing
and general shear straina, reapectively. Deformation of
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po••ible value.. H the experimental results indica>;. that
Sr > 100\. it is certain that One Or both of the measured
variables are in error and rea.onable adjustments muSt be
made.
For all aggregates except K-2,PIO-R12; K-2,P12-R20;
and K-3,P12-R20 the degrees of .aturation appear to be
reasonable I that is, Sr < 100\. They show that as the
compaction ",ater content increases, the degree of saturation
of the aggregate increa.es. The relationship between
aggregate aire and degree of saturation is ahown in
rig\1t'" 48. In this Figure tho cOnIputed dagro", of satura-
tion is plotted veraus the ~aaured moisture content for
each a ..qregate. The dst<! t>ave been divided into three
<;Ieoup_, 1;-1, 1\-2, and 1(-3, and a 5tr.19ht line has been
fitted to each data group by the method ot lesst squares.
for the least squares tita. K-l,P4-R6 and K-2,P4-R6 were not
considered, since they do not conform to the general trend.
Thia analyais indicates that the degree of saturation in-
creSSeS as the aqgreg"te size incr"as"s.
This figure also demonstrates that when the aggregate
si..e is held constant and the water content is increased,
the degree of saturation increases. This relationship
bear" out the hypothesis that the pore water pressure is
negative within the aggregate. As mOre Water is made
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The relationship showing that the degreo of saturation
increase. "s the aggregate si~e increases "an be attributed
to the method of soil preparation. As previously explained
the soil was agit"ted rather vigorously in the P-K solid-
liquid blender as the water was added. This caused the
aggregates to collide with e""h other, with the walls of
the blender, and with the rotatlng beaterS in the blender.
The largor the aggregate'. size, the largo. its ....ss is,
and the higher will be the contact ..Uesse .. at impact.
Thus the impacts cause some intra~aggregate compaction to
occur, and the larger the aggregate is, the more compaction
(reduction of ai. voids) cecu....
The erroneou.. results for K-2,PIO-R12, K-2,F12-R20'
and K-3,P12-R20 are apparent nOt only by an examination of
their degrees of saturation but also by the void ratios
tabulated in Table 10. These three exhibit void ratios
which are noticeably lower than any others in the table.
This indicate.. that the errors involve the void volumes
and/or solid volumes, Uv and Us re ..pectively, .. ince e •
Vv/Vs ' Both Yv and Ys are derived from the measured total
volume, v, "nd the measured dry weight of an aggregate,
Ws ' The relationships arc shown below'
u • Uv + v..
V s • w../G..
Vv • V Ws/G..
where Gs • 2.60, the ..pecific gravity of this kaolinite.
T~ lccatlOna of the .xpeel~ntal .eeOea cannot be
..ae.etained. 1I0_v.e it ahol.lld be point.d OUt that by
aubatitutlng void eatloa which ..c. e••aonabl. in cc.paeiaon
to the othee void eatioa exb~bited in Tabl. 10 t~ eesults
Ole• .oc. plauaibl.. Uaing a value of • ~ O.to the follov-
iD9 e.ault...e. obtOlined:
















lIoUlinoj the batch (.ol.ixing "at.c cOnt.nt) conatant and
ee-paelng the vat.e cOntent. foe the v&clou.... i~ed aBge.-
ee.ult.
vat.e being t ..porarily peeaent on the .ucfa". of the
aqqc"q&t&. It i .. the autu&l d••lc. foe thi. vatee that
cau"•••Bie.q.t.a to cemain tog. thee aft.e • colli.ion .
..hich tb& &9qeaqat. can qeov. i •••• the laeq.e aqqeeqatea
are .xpectad to hav•• hi'lhae _latue. cont.nt than the
~hie~emcnt Of compacted Unit Weight
Analyaia Of the samples used for the a~elling presaure
determinations indicates, ~ith one anomaly, that the resi-
dual unit weight (rebound allowed after two ~~nutes Of
application of the compactive load) ~ariea directly as the
moisture content. This indicates that in the usual termi-
nology theae samples, with the exception of batch K-J com-
pacted at the 1,500 lb. level, "'ere compacted at ~ater con-
tents dry of Optimum for the static compaction involved.
The high final degree of saturation (Table 8) indicatea that
the K-J at 1,500 lb. samples ",ore wet of the Orne.
It ia commonly known that increaaing the compactive
effort input results in a higher unit "'eight at a constant
moisture content and a lo"'er optimum moisture content. That
is, as the compacti~e effort increases, the w-y curve shifts
up and to the left. This relation has been shown countless
times for laboratory compaction and to a lesser but suffi-
cient extent for field compaction (59). It is also kno",n
that if the type of compaction and compactor rating are neld
constant and only the number of blows per layer or number Of
passes in the procedure are allo~d to ~ary. a condition is
reached beyond which nO additional permanent densification
will occur. A co~ination of compaction and aoil ~ariables
has been reached where no further densification occurs and
nO further net energy ia transferred to the compacted masa,
Le" the 11011 behaves elastically. Ho"'e~er a heavier
roller in tbe field Or a beavier bammer in the laboratory
will cause tbe soil to accept additional net energy until a
new plateau is reacbed.
This can be understood in terms of the second-order
skeleton. The skeletal strength increases during densifica-
tion until its shear strength is equal to the compaction
shear straues. If the compaction stresses are increased by
a procedural change or changa in equipment rating, further
densification will occur until a new equilibri~ is reached
bet"een the skeletal shear strength and the imposed shear
stress system. Beyond a certain cOJO.bination of stress input
and compaction moisture content (or aggregate Strengtb) the
skeleton structure is effectively destroyed.
For a given aoil and type of compaction the optimum
moisture content ia essentially dependent on the degree of
saturation. For a given moisture content the upper limit
On the compacted unit weight is imposed by tbe compacted
soil reaching a particular degree of saturation. As shown
by others (27) a marked decrease in air permeability occurs
at tbis point and tbis indicates a rapid decrease of the
interconnected or continuous air voids. The moisture
content controla the intra-aggregate strength and thus
the effort necessary to break down tbe aggregate structure.
The type of compaction and tbe aggregate size distribu-
tion control the degree of saturation at which the air
voids become discontinuous. Once the air voids become
".
discontinuous very little further dCllsification will OCcur
regardless of the Input effort. This i. demonstrated by
the fact that as the moisture content is increased wet of
optimum, a common water content-unit weight relation
develops which is independent of input energy. An "x""'ple
of this is shown in riqure 4~.
The conventional compaction test does not allow the
comparison of unit weIghts achieved at different moisture
contents for " conatant value of net energy imparted to
the sample. The experimental procedure used tor the pre-
paration of compacted samples in this inv"stigation does
allow this comparison to be ~de.
achieved 8t various moisture contents call be c~pared at
the same level of MIt energy ilbso"hed. This is shown in
terms of Y,. in Figu~e. SO th~ough 60 and in te~,.e of Yd
in the tiqure" of Appendi" F. In effect, thi" allow" the
efficiency of den"ification at va~ious moistu~e contenta
to Os evaluated. One va~iable, the he~etoto~e unknown
w""ted o~ el.."tic energy, has been removed. Aii ene~gie.
"hown in the figu~e" and table" can be conaide~ed to be
compa~able f~om aa"ple to aample, that is, they can be
con"idered to have been no~malized with respect to the
weight of the "olid" , We' for "ach test. They "'ere !!2..!:.
normalized, however for each compacted .ample we • 67.4
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FIGURE 50. CONVENTIONAL AND EQUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE-TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS











FIGURE 51. CONVENTIONAL AND EQUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE-TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS
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FIGURE :52 CONVENTIONAL AND EQUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE-TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS













FIGURE 5:3. caiVENTIONAL AND EQUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE- TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RaATIONS










FIGURE 54. COOVENTIONAL AND" EDUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE- TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS
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fiGURE 55. CONVENTIONAL AND EQUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE- TOTAL. UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS










AGURE 56 CONVENTIONAL AND EOUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE-TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS
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FIGURE 57. CONVENTIONAL AND EQUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE-TOTAl,. UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS
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FIGURE 56.CONVENTIONAL AND EQUAl... NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE-TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS
(PIO·'RI2; 1500 LB LEVEL)
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FIGURE ~. OONVENTIOHAl AND EQUAL NET INPUT ENERGY
MOISTURE-TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATK:lNS












FIGURE 6O.CONVENTIONAL AND EQUAL flET INPl:1T ENERGY
MOISTURE- TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT RELATIONS
(P20-A40; 1500 LB LEVEU
vith respect to W,' &y dividing ~ll exprelled e~rgie' by
the ...... conlt""t, the di..nlionl WOO,lld be' lnc:h-po=dl ;><or
gr.. of lidl.
Th hgurel IhOv the conventi"",l oc end-relult
aoiltur. content-unit veight relations 01 veIl os those It
equal ~t input e~rgy levell. For .ach fi....r. the energy
level chosen va, ~e ..xi~ energy for tho ,peci~n which
accepted the le.st energy, Tborefore thelO figure' cannot
be directly conlpared. lIo-.:evlr the effect of mohture con-
tent cAn be scen al the Ilopel of the lines. It i, evidcnt
that two different moisture-unit weight relationships exist.
It il interestini to note th.. t for the p,-It' li~e soil
lhown in Fi....re 50 I rlther odd reiationlhip Ixiltl for
both curves. ~t il. the driest acil. x-I. Ixhibit' the
highest co......Cted unit _ight. This cen be explained by
the foct that the x-l.P'-It' ..teriol al prlpar.d conlilted
of ...11er ogqreqotl' weakly held tOgether a' larglr
a ..gr.gatea of the Pt-It, li~, Thi, va, nOt a' vi'''llly
appar.nt at ~e x-2 end x-J vatar content IlvIl.. The
x-I ,klleton va' quit. vaak and luffered deiradation al
the ag9regate, prematurely broke down to a smalllr and
more Itable lize.
Thl lale with which the loil can be' denaified can
also be Ihown by ~a.uring the nIt Inergy required to
achieve a particuler unit _ight at varioul moilture
conr-nu. Thil 11 Ihown in Tabh 11. It 11 charly
'"
TAbl. u. EnU9Y Required to Achieve .. Givan Unit Wei9ht.
DIIlJCdption En...qy U"luired. inch - ".
1000 ". ~-, '.• 9S.D .« 'd. 17.5 pc!
11:.1- P4-RIi " "1'6-It8 u, m
pa-RiO ,n u.
nO-RI2 " "1'12-11:20 '" '"1'20-11:40 ". '"
11-2, 1'4-R6 .. '"1'6-11:8 .. '"P8-RI0 " ,U1'10-R12 " "Pl2-R20 " ..P20-R~O " ..
11:-) • P4-IUi .. "'6-IlS " "PI-Il.lO " "no-RIZ .. "'12-11:20 " "nG-uo " "1500 ". level , . 102.5 "", " • 82.5 "",•
1\-1, P6-RS '" '"'8-RI0 n. '"1'10-11:12 '" '"Pll-II:20 '" '"(."tr"pol .. ted)
1'20-11:40 '" '"1\-2. '6-11:8 '" '"Pi-RIO U. '"1'10-R12 ", '"1'12-11:20 '" '"P20-UO '" '"J:-J. P6-R8 " '"PI-1ll0 ". m
1'10-1112 .. '"1'12-11:20 .. '"1'20-11:40 '" ".
evident that, holdin9 the a99re9ate size constant, the
ener9Y required decreases as the moisture COntent increases.
The ease of densification can also be thou9ht of as
the slope of the curve defined fo.- the moistu.-e content-
unit wei9ht .-elationship. Usin9 a secant slope, Table 12
defines these slopes for the previously shown relationship"
As used in the fi9ures 0 refers to the conventional
Ym - w relation.hips and 8. refers to the Y,. - " relation-
ships defined for equal net input energies. Disregardin9
the P4-R6 slopes, the ~ slopes in the narrow moisture
content range (K-2 to K-Jl at the 1,000 lb. level of
compaction exhibit a decreasing slope aa tile aggre9ate size
decreases, i.e., the soil becomes "stiffer" with decressing
aggregate size. This same trend is not evident at the
1,;00 lb. compaction level, pro~bly because destruction
of the ag9reqates, regardless of their size, has been more
complete at this hlghe.- level. Over a larger moisture
content range (K-l to K-2l, neither level of compaction
shows a consistent relationship. This may be due to the
fact that the moisture content range is too "ide to pro-
vide a systematic guide to the achievement of denslfica-
tion. It should be noted that because Of tile extra vari-
able, net energy input, the increaSing stiffness aa the
aggregate size decrease. is not apparent from the slopes
defined by the conventional Ym - " relationship.
Tabla ". Slopa. of the T. - w Ralationahipa.
C.-paetion Inerea.. in unit vaight, pcf ~< •
loavd Sha inera... in ...iatllr.
H to "·2 H ,.,.,
" .. " ..1,000 Ib P4-U -1.0) -1.15 l.U 4.74
P6-RI 1.13 1.0. 4.56 5.26
PI-IUO 1.U 0.91 5.52 4.56
PlO·1112 1.34 0.86 2.99 ).50
P12·R20 1. 76 1.J7 2.11 ).B
P20-1140 1.82 1.5. 2.60 2.12
1,500 Ib P6-U 1.12 0.69 ].911 5.U
P8·1U0 1.44 1.21 2.00 2. 12
1'10-11;12 1.34 0.93 1.71 5 . Of>
P12-R20 1.81 1.28 2.25 4.44
P20-R40 1. 81 0.84 2 • 82 8.70
~ambe's theory of compsction (27) does not explicitly
explsin the intersctions which must be occurrinq durinq
the schievement of compacted unit wei9ht, i,e., from the
loose (hiqh void rstio) clay soil mass to the dense (low
void ratio) compacted mass.
is a compacted condition on the dry side of the optimum
moisture content on s moisture-density curve for low
(typically Standard AASHO) compactive effort,
Olson's explanation of compaccion (38) is qiven in
terms of normal stres.es, pore fiuid pressures, and the
chanqes that occur in them with the application of the
compactor foot. Hia ideas 'o'ere developed for laboratory
compaction where the fOOt cOVers only a portion of the end
area of the mold, Hia explanation is logical but as
previously stated he does not explicitly identify the soil
model to 'o'hich he is applyin9 the stress system. In his
closure (401 to his previous paper (381 he points out to
tha discussers that to improva hia theory
• ••• it would be necesssry to obtain measurements
of both the pore air and pore water pressures
within the aoil mass at many locations since the
state of streas beneath a compaction foot ia
complex•• , .then it would be necea..ry to develop
a generalized stress-strain theory for unsaturated
soils plua a bearin9 capacity theory that would
allow complete calculation of the atata of streSs
beneath a dynamically loaded footin9 for all
StreSses to those that produce failure,·
Thl. wrlt.r f.el. that his .~planation bo.t daacribe.
the .ova.ent. n.ce••ary within the eoil vol~ bolng c~
pacte<! to achieve a denser ..a •• and. that Ola",,·. e"plana-
tion • .uitably .adified. can de.cribe the intra-aggr.gate
atrength changea which occur durlng defo~tion of the
a<Jgr '9ate••
The variou. cv.rvea relating the unit _i..ht achieved
ty., to the net energy abaorbed tEl are _tne-atically
~nco-plicated. and by ~ain9 exiatin.. P~rd~. laftvare.
reqrea.ion analy... a~pplied qvadratic eq~ationa which
ad.qva~ly fit the experi-ental rea~lt.. A f.v e"lapl.a
are ahown below and the complete aet of .g~tiona deacrib-
ing the total unit weight va. n.t input .nergy r.lation-
ehipa at the 1.500 lb. compaction level are gIven in
App.ndix G.
0.001l~ 82 • pel
ror K-l. P6-R8 at 1.500 lb.
y • 64.687 • 0.41086 8•
ror K-l. P12-R20 at 1.500 lb.
y • 66.18 + 0.58045 8 - 0.0017'•
,
E • pel
aa the aggr.gate .ire decrease•• the coefficient of the
Unear t .... inc:r.a.... Grouping the Unear t ..... of the
quadratic eq~tiona by a....re..ate aire al.o .howe a
d.fini~ corr.lation; in ..eneral. a. the .al.ture con~nt
Incr...... the coeffici.nt of the lin.ar tera elao in-
cr...... Theae qroupinqa .re ahown in Ta!>L. 13.
Thoe ed.pUotlo:> of the .. technique. to the convend_onilll
l.bor.tory ~apact control t ••t .nd fin.lly to the qenera-
ti.." Of fi.ld equi~t ...ht...,. content-un~t ...i'lht rel.-
tiona viII be expert.&ntaLly difficult. However. the
r.villrd. in tera. of • better under.tillnd~nq of the ..chani..
Of d.n.ification and the .bility to predict .nd intelli-
qently chooae field .qui~nt and compaction ...l.ture con-
tent on the baaia of economic. are quite attractive.
End Reaulta of Co-paction and Saturation
The r ••ulta of Tabl. 8 .howin'l that Yd' Yn , iIInd Sr
incr.... ea the ...l.tur. cOntent incre.... for the "At
Maxi Load" ca.e are not • ...,pri.in'l. They .ro eIOctly
vllat uld be predicted fr_ a kn.... l-.r19. of the end
r ••ult. Of the u.ual t.p&ct e-p.action te.t. on variou.
aoil. when ca.pacted dry Of their optiaua ..,i.tur. content•.
Howev.r the re.ult. -Aft.r 1 ~inute. of Max~ ~ad-,
u.in9 the chanqe in the dry unit weiqht •• a d.acriptor,
ar. 1••• co.-only known and tend to verify in part the
compaction ~echani.~ pO.tul.ted in this paper. A. indi-
cated in Table 14 the increa•• in dry unit wei'lht, ex-
pre••ed a•• percentaqe, echieved darin'l the two ~inute
period- of con.t&Ilt load i. a funCtion of the &'iJ'lre9ate
..,i.tar. COntent. TO aid in the interpret.tion, the
Tabla U. Correladon by Quadratic Equation.
Idantificadon conatant Linaar ,.~ 0' Equation
~'. It-l , P6-R8 water content 0.41011.
,
nos-u, It-l , PlO-II.U 0.HJ5J ,
Itl.-ll • 1t-2, P6-JlI "'ater <:ont..,t o.null ,
nos-42. "-2. P'-5II0 0.4UU ,
nos- 14. It-I. PI-1ll0 0.415" •1(1.-22, It-I. P12-5I20 water cantaot 0.42652 •1(1.-211. It-i, PlO-an 0.U9U •
nos-1) , It-l, P.-RiO 0.494'2 •
Kl,.-1'. It- J , no-lI.u water COnten.. 0.64261 ,
"t.-I2. It-J. P12-1l20 0.511045 •
1(1.-11, It-I. P6-illl 0.410116 •
llt.-l7. 1t-2. P6-illl aiza O. t24111 •11:1.-67 , II:-l, P6-1l1L 0.62912 •
!U.S-14, 1(-1 , PII-ItlO 0.415" ,
II:I.S-n. 11:-2, PII-lll0 aha 0.46312 •
II:LS-1) , 11:-), PII-RI0 O. t94112 •
IlI.S-18 , 11:-1, P10-R12 0.HJ5l •IlLS-46, II- 2- PIO-Jl12 ai ..a 0.45281 •IlL-16 , Il-J, PI0-R12 0.64268 •
IlL-22, 1l-1, P12-1120 0.t2652 •ilL-51, 1l-2 , P12-1120 ahe 0.42501 •KL-1I2, K-J. P12-1l20 0.511045 ,
ItL-2I1, It-l , P20-R40 0.51943 •1(1.-56. It- 2 , P20-UO ah" 0.h115 •1(1.-88, It-l, P20-1I.40 0.51136 •
'"
Tabla H. Iner•••• ,. '" Unit Wa19ht at Conatant Load.
c_~ctiv.
Avara'i!e Inet.... S After..... Identification ,. " . • f "-in •• ,
Ave.
1.000 lb. P.-.' H ,.. 78.$
H ,., J. '7 81.6
H .., 95.2
P'-Ill H ,.. 6O.'
H .., 4.11 80.1
H ••• 95.3
pI-RIO H '-' 59.3
H ••• 4. )) 79.9
H ,., 92.5
PI0-R12 ,., ,.. n .2
H .., '.27 81.9
H .., 92.6
1'12-R20 H ,., 61. 3,., .., '.23 79.1,., ••• 91.3
1'20-R40 ,., .., 64.4,., ••• 4.30 79.7,., ••• 89. J
1,500 ". 1'4·.6 ,., .., 4.00 94.4.., ,., 99.0
"6-R8 H ,., 70.7,., .., 1.70 9l.2,., '-' 99.8
pt-RIO ,., ,.. 70.9,., .., J.47 94.0,., '-' 98.7
nG-RU ,., ,.. 73.7,., ,.. J .37 93.1,., ,.. n . 5
Pll-JUD H ,.. n.7
H .., 3.40 91.0,., ... 97. ,
Pla-lUD ,., ,., 68.4,., .., J.') '1.9,., ,.. 94 .1
'"
average degrees of .aturation at the end of the tWO minute
loading period are a1ao tabulated.
Table 14 anowa at tna 1,000 lb. compaction level
that .a the moisture "ontent increases (K-l to j{-)), the
increas" in dry unit weight SS a percentage also increas..s.
Thls can be explained by the fact that for any aggreqate
size aa the moisture content increase~ the stiffne•• and
the atren9th of the _",gregate decrease. (These aqgroqate
characteristics are discussed later undor the heading
Aggregate DeformatiOtl.) lInder the compactive load the
wetter. i.e., weakor, &99regates will be plastically do-
formed to fit the available voids more readily than wiLl
the drier and stronger a9gregates.
for the I,SOO lb. level of compaction, Table 14
shows that the inter~iate or ~-2 moisture content qives
tbe larqest percentaqe qain in dry unit weiqbt. However
this is not in oonflict witb tbis autbor's explanation.
An exalllination of tbe l{-) degrees of saturation sbows tbat
tbe limiting caSe has essentially been reacbed and regard-
less of the aqgregate charaoteriatics nO furtber densifioa-
tion can ocour without expUlsion of pore Water.
The averages of the average increase in Yd shown in
Table 14 demonstrate that tbe densifioation at conatant
load is related to aggregate size. As the aggregate size
decreaaea,the percent change in dry unit weight increases.
































T..blo 15. Decre..se '" '" IInit Weight upon Release "' Load.
Compactive
Average Decreaae in Yo' •~.. Identification
Averago
1,000 >0. P~-R6 ,-, 1.66,-, 1.17 1. 35,-, 1.23
P6-11S H 1.14,-, 1. 61 1.39,-, 1. 42
P8-RiO ,-, 1. 30,-, 1.59 1.60,-, 1.91
P10-RL2 ,-, 1.40,-, 1. 63 1. 46,-, 1.35
P12-R20 H 1. 38,-, 1. 58 1.48,-, 1. 47
1>20-R40 ,-, 2.53,-, 1.67 2.20,-, 2.39
1,500 >0. P4-R6 ,-, 1.20
1. L5,-, 1.10
P6-R8 H 1.00,-, 2.23 1. 59,-, 1.53
P8-RLO ,-, 2.04,-, 0.88 1.98
H LOI




P20-R40 H 1. 65
H 2.70 2.01
H 1. 81
Ko~ever the average percentage decrease in Yd for
the three ~isture contenta at each aggregate ai • ., alao
ahown in Table 15 doea indicate that thia decre~se ia
related to the aggregate ai.e present. and that .. a tl\e
aggregate ai.e decrease a the percent rebound increases.
This reault alao can be ..~plained in terms ef the aggregate
compaction model.
It has been snown by Maraal (35) tnat for a given load
as tne particle aiz.. a in a SOil fill sustaining a load
decrease. tne contact strea..e .. between the particles also
decreaae. Ke naa uaed this evidence to ..~p1ain the un-
,,~pocted aettl ..menta e~hibited by some nign rockfill
Structur.... The rocks ere large enough ao tnat tne cOntact
.. treaaea exceed the atrengtn of tne roclL Tnia reaulta in
fracturing. degradation, and a decrease in the void ratio
of the rockfill. He also .howed tllat aa long aa tneir
varioua geometric ratios ~ere aimilar, particlea of differ-
ent av..rage al.es would hav .. the aame number of cOntacts
per 1><'rtic1...
~t the aame compactive load. aggregatea of different
ai.e.. do not experience the aame int.. r-aggregate contact
atreaaea. Tnea.. contact atrea.es increa.e aa the average
aggregate sh" incre....... th.. t ia, aa tne total nwnber of
cOntact. av,,11..b1e to su.tain the force decreasea. Tn"
more perman..nt degrad.. tion (fracturing and/or plastic f1o~)
that occura, tne lea a atored energy is availabl .. for
roleaae upon removal of the cO<l1pactive load. This energy
release ia exhibited as a decrease in the dry unit weight.
An inspection of the "After Swell Prellsure TeSt"
result••hOwn in Table 8 show. that within the limitll of
experimental accuracy the samples imbibed enough water
during the poriod of swelling presllure ~a.ure~nt. that
they were e.sentially saturated CS r • 100\). This tends to
confirm the hypothesia that double layer expansion con-
tributea to the measured swelling preasure. Pr ior to
co..paction 5 < 100\ and after compaction S, < 100' also.
rag..
But after the awelling pre.sure tests were completed,
5 • 100\., So it appear. that not only are the inter-
a.... re ..ate void. filled, but the intra-a..gregate void.
Swelling Pre ••ure Te.t.
The .welling preuure te.t••how two characteristic.
Which to the writer'. knOWledge have nOt previou.ly been
reported in the literature. The firSt pattern i. that the
.welling pre.sure for mo.t .....ple. te.ted increased and
then decrea.ed a. a function of the elapaed time after
initial aCce•• to water. The .econd characteri.tic, which
ia most apparent in Figure 39, ill the temporary decrea.e
of the .welling pre••ure after an elap.ed time of about
one olinute.
Both the .hort-term (temporary) an~ the long-term
~ecrea.e of the awelling pres.ure can be expLaine~ with
the ai~ of the compacted .oil model used in this study.
The first~order .ystem, the aggregate, is partly saturated,
and the porewater pressure is negative due to the de-
ficiency of water available to fulfill doubla-layer require-
menta. The .tre.s-strain character can be described as
linear-elastic with a high modulus of elasticity and a
low yield point at a low moisture content. At a high
moisture content it would be better characterized as
elasto-plastic.
The second-or~er syStem is the totality of the many
aggregates within the compaction mol~. The aggregate. are
.omewhat deformed and in intimate cOntact ..ith each other
so that double layer water may be continuous between
aggI'egates. ~nteIC-gn'nular OIC inter~aggregate compressive
stICe.ses, aggregate·mold ba.e compICessive stICesses, and
nOICmal and shear aggregate-mold wall stI'essee exist. An
equillbI'ium exists at sOme paI'ticular interaggregste void
ratio due in the gro•• sense to inteI'locking among the
eggI'egate., but actuelly due to the negative poI'e wateI'
pressure which give. each aggI'egate .tI'ength and integrity.
The addition of bulk wateIC to this .ystem causes a
decICea.e in strength at the aggI'egate-aggregate contact.
as the menisci aI'e destI'oyed. Thi. i. manifested by
,,,
.dju8~nt8 of the secand·order system into a denser packing
as ~ell 8•• deereaae in the equilibri~ bas. pres.ure.
The addition of bulk water also causes the individual
aqqce<jates to swell as tile double-layers expand. This has
the effect of increa.ing the measured awelling pressure (the
force exerted on the cha~r'. base by the solI) aa long 8.
IIOwever
since strength is a function of moisture content, the strength
of each aggregate will decrease aa it. moisture cOntent in-
This will cause the aggregates to deform and flow
plastically into the void spaces Of the second order system.
In this manner the volume of the summation of fIrst order
systems can incre.se even though the total volume available
within the ..... 1<1 ilO not changed. As long .s the aggregatea
are allowed to change in tho fashion described, a decrease
~n the swelling pressure generated can be expected.
A schematic representation of the aggregate SKeleton as
it ~y change during the swelling pressure teSt is shown in
Figure 63. Although the gross volume within the mold was
conStant during a test, the SKeletons sho~~ in Figure 63 are
of different height as denoted by the upper and lower hori-
20ntal lines. An increase in the SKeleton height is analo-
gous to a higher vertical pressure, and aimilarly a decrease•
in the aggregate-skeleton height indicates a smaller vertical
pressure. Figure 63 tal shows the skeleton at equilibrium
with the boundary normal atresses before being given access







aggregate skeleton collapses to a lower inter-aggregate void
ratio due to local softening at aggregate-aggregate contacts.
This action is similar to increasing the gross volume and
results in a decrease of the vcrticsl pressure. As shown in
(c), the availability of water causes the aggr"g"t"s to swell.
If th" skeleton can resist th<>se increasing pressures an in-
crease in the vertical pressure will result. further swell-
ing beyond the condition shown in (c) can result in a further
decrease of the inter-aggregate void ratio due to the aggre-
gates swelling and further rearrangement of the Skeleton.
This may result in nO change in the vertical stress or a de-
crease as indicated in (dl. The outcome in (d} depends On
the volume change due to the skeletal rearrang"ment as well
as the r"pulsive force vs. plate spaCing relatiOnShip for
the particular clay involvod.
It can be seen that th" effects of water on this system
are not additive. Struct",ral collapse and plast.ic defor!llation
of the aggregat.es have the same effect as increasing the gross
volume, i.e., t.hey decrease the measured swelling pressure,
and expansion of the aggregates as the dOuble layers swell
leads to an increase in the measured swelling pressure.
Since all three phenomena are ocourring simult.aneously the
resulting swelling pressure merely reflects the dominant
mechanism occurring during some t.ime increment.
Let. us apply t.his reasoning to the scheMat.ic reSultS of
a typical swelling pressure t.ost. sho..n in figure 64. FrClfll



















predominates; from Point A to point B the skeleton is strong
enough so that increasinq stresses due to double layer s~ell­
ing can be transferred to the lower boundary; from Point B
to Point C a transition is occurring where the swelling is
into lnter-assregate voids at constant skeletal stress (re-
quired strength ••vaUable st.-eogth), <lnd fr"'" point C to
tbe equilibrium condition the aggregates have weakened
enough so that gross deformations occur (required strength >
available strength) and the net result is a progressIve
collapse of the skeleton "nd " concomitant decrease in the
~asured swelling pressure.
An examination of Table 16 indicates that at the 1,000
lb. compaction level for each aggregate size the maxi~um awell-
ing pre.aure generated increascd as tbe compaction moisture
content increased, IoIithout exception. 1I0lolevor, at the 1,500
lb. level of compaction the unit loIOi'iht also increased as
the IoIater content increased (only Test ~~S-73 is an exception
to this), but in all cases the "loIOlling pres"ure 'ieneutod
by the sample IoIith the highest moisture content (K-3) IoIas
less tban tbat generated by the intermediate IoIater content
sample (K-2).
Tbe final swelling pressures tabulated in Table 16 ex-
bibit these same trendS. Na"",ly, at the 1,000 lb. le"el of
compaction the final ."'elling pressure increases ",itb increas-
ing cO<llpaction moisture content, and at th" 1,500 lb. level
of compaction the intermediate moisture content yields the
largest a",ellin'i prflssu.·e. It sbould be noted th"t these
'"
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final value. are not unlver ••lly claimed to be the equilib-
rium value8. lIowever in "",ny " ••ea they are, and in Othera
they approach the equilibri~. For aome .ample. the rate of
change of pre••ute with reapect to time waa so amal1 that
the teata were terminated.
Both trenda aeem to contradlct the published observa-
tiona of Seed and Chan (55). According to Seed and ellW\ the
8wellin9 pre••ure decre.... a a. the molarure content, and thua
the compacted unit weight on the dry side of optimum,increaae
for a conatant effort and type of laboratory compaction. This
wa. observed by them tor "approximately conatant volume"
t"sta. It ia preaumed that their result a were achieved usin,:!
the equipment described in .. later paper co-authored by
Mitchell (56). In thi" later paper th" <luthora soo"'ed the
effects of .liqht total volume changes on the resulting
s"'elling pressure measured. They al.o indicated that a
measurable volume increase did occur in their apparatus.
As shown previously in Figure 10 they alao reported volu-
metric ."'ell as a function of elapsed time for a sandy clay.
Two explanation. evolve to reconcile thi. contradic~
tion. It is pouible that the soil reported, a .andy clay,
does not behave the .ame <IS the kaolinite u.ed in this
study or that the effects "",re .....ked or altered. The
effects (one would expect a collapse or negstiv" .well for
Specimen No. 1 in Figure 10 at a small elap.ed time} may
have been ma.ked by .n in.bility to record data in the



























essentially the same pa~king occurS regardless of the type
of compa~tion. Therefore the shrink-s,.,.,ll behavior of
the compacted samples should be, and is, independent of
compactive type. For the pair of aamples compacted wct of
optimum it ia hypothesized that the static compacted sample
was made up of a relatively rigid skeleton of aggregates
capable of supporting the side-wall Stre'ses imposed by
the mold without collapaing aa it swelled upon accesa to
.."ter. The kneading sample, On the other hand, ha.a a
poorly developed aggregate skeleton due to the very nature
of the compaction uaed. Therefore the swelling upon access
to .."ter could be POre nearly acc~od"ted within the
gross volume of the sample. This aame structural skeleton
model explanation adequately predicts the very Stress-
strain results reported by Seed and Chan in the same
paper (55). Theae results are reprodu~ed as Figure 65.
The macroatructure is quite apparent after compaction.
This ~an be obaerved in Figure 66 (a), a photo which shows
the macrostructure of specimen ~L-8 compacted at the l,500
lb. level. FIgure 66 (b) shows apecimen KLS-9, a repli-
oate of ~L-8, after the swelling presaure test. Both
samplea are made up of x-l,P6-RS aqqregates. A comparison
of the two photoa aho..a that after the swelling pressure
test the aggregatea are mOre deformed and the inter-aqgre-
qate voids are better filled, althouqh the aggregate
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CIJlIIVES, lNll$TUIl8EO AND COIll!'ACTEo
AFTEII ..... RCIlEIt ..NO LIU (Ol
'"
This concept i' ~el1 ~cccpted for overeenaaiid'ted
clays, for sedinentary roc~s, and for field COMpacted clays.
In brief to. the ,,,..... of plane strain, an incre••e in one
principal effective .tre•• causes an incre••• in the other
principal "ere .... Upon removal of the streu chango the
other stre •• also decreases. but by Ie•• than its provio"s
incte..... It is not uncommon for the existing latoral
effective stres" in the ground eO be much larger than the
existing effective overburden pre.sure at that point.
The kneading compaction by ita very action destroys
the 80il'. aggregate structure and interlocking ability,
and at the end of compaction the axial effective stre••
and the leteral effective .tre•• are not tOO diSSimilar.
Static compac~ion fi~s and deforms the existin9 899re98teS
into a stron9 rigid mass and upon removal of the axial
compactive stress ~he la~eral stress is better maintained
due to the rigidi~y of the mas•. Upon acceSs to water
und ..r the condition of free sw..ll. the stre....s ....nifest
themselves as strains upOn relaxation. as shown in rigure
".
Figure 68 show. Parcher and Lius' results comparing
a "heavily overconao1idated" undi.turbed clay with a
compacted sample of the same clay prepared at exactly the
same moisture content and dry unit weight (w • 22.1\ and
Yd· 1.680 gm/cm1). One would ..xpect the heavily ov..r-
consolidated clay to hav.. much better particle orientation
'"
than the compacted sample, yet it a~ell. considerably leas.
If it were not for the unknowns of particle bonding and
cementation in the undisturbed sample, one would conclude
that double-layer swelling playa a minor role in the swell-
ing behavior of this aoil.
Previously it wa. noted that at the 1.000 lb. compac-
tion level the ~ximum swelling pressure increased .a the
c~paction moisture cOntent increased. while at the 1.500
lb. compaction Level the maximum swelling pre.aure obtains
at the inter~iate moisture content. Thia Can now be
understood in term" of the model. At the 1,000 Ib, coropac-
tion level each aucces.ively higher molding moisture content
resulted in a atronger aggregate skeleton with better inter-
locking. However by increasing the input to the 1,500 Lb.
level the streng~h of the skcLe~on at the high mois~ure
con~en~ ~as exceeded, ~he .kele~on ~as par~ially collapsed,
and it no longer ~aS able ~o ~ransfer ~he s~~lling pressure
~ithout undue in~ernal yielding_ This can be visua!i • .,d
as a surface in ~ee-dimensional space wi~h axeS of
moisture con~en~, skele~on s~ren9th, and compactive effor~
or compacted uni~ ~eiqh~. An idealized representaticn is
sho~n belo~ in Figure 69.
The so-called initial side friction, the residual load
On the base of the compaction mold measured JUSt before the
upper res~raininq cap ~as secured, ~as also observed and























evident. The~e obvioualy is a ~ .. lationahip among the
variablea and thia baa.. load. lIoweve~ due to the sensi-
tivity of the t~anllducer and the ..dhesion between the load-
ing ram and the specimen as the ram was withd~awn upon the
completion of compaction, a very aMall axial diaplacement
cf the specimen can completely Maak the true measurement.
There ia an apparent lack of dependence of the maximum
awelling pressure generated on the pre-test r"str .. ining lo..d.
Specimens KLS-6 and KLS-ll are duplic .. tes. KLS-ll w..s pre-
pared bec..use some of the load-deformation data during the
compaction of KLS-6 was lost due to a recorder failure.
Their initial aide frictions varied by 10l (T..ble 16),
their initial preload. (not .hown) varied by about Ill,
yet their maximum swelling pressure. were almost identical.
As previoualy atated it waa ahown by Leonarda (JOl that
a linear relation exista between the awelling presaure and
the compaction pre ..u~e for atatic comp..ction. This writer
advancea the opinion th.. t for constant volume awelling
pressure determinations and unleaa the initial preload
exceeda some fraction of the compaction presaure or maximum
peat preaaure, the maximum swelling preaaure will not be
..ffected.
In summary thia writer's model adequately explains the
reaulta of his swelling preeaure teata. It alao aida in
the underatanding of previoualy publiShed swelling pressure
































R is tho radius of the solI aggregate before
compression, in inches.
i. the maximum normal stre•• in pounds/inch2
between the sphere and plate in cOntact and
occurs at the center of the circular area of
contact.
Values for a and P were determined from a secant ~u-
ius describing the slope of the average load-defor~tion
Thus qo is the maximum normal atre•• attained before yield-
ing or fracture of an aggregate occurred.
Due to the limited number of aggregates available after
previQus teStS had been completed. and due to the expecl-
mental difficulties involved in teating extremely small
aggregates, a complete set of results is not available.
Table 17, below, shows the results of applying equa-
tiona (II and (2) above to the results of the aggregate
doformation teats.































Table 17 indicatea that, in general, aggregate strength
as expressed by qo increasea as the aggregate size decreases
at constant moisture oontent. It f"rther shows that the
modulus of elssticity increases with decreasing particle
aize at constant moisture content. Neither of these trends
is surprising when viewed in terms of the mechanism of
aggregate growth hypothesized previously.
The results show no water content dependence for the
largeat (P4-R61 aggregates; they indicate for the P6-R8
size that both E and qo increase as the water content in-
creases, and the incomplete res"lts for size P8~R10 indi-
catea a reversal of this trend. Thst is, E and qo decrease
as the water content increases. Since thtlre is no informa-
tion concerning K-3, the val"es for K~2 and K-I arc suspect.
Based On the trend of E and qo increasing as size
decreases at constant moisture content, the E and qo values
for K-2,P8-RIO aeem to be reasonable. The reader is re-
minded that the K-I,P8-RIO reaults shown are the average
relation Obtained from thirty aggregate deformation tests
and are reasonably certain. Referring to the res"lts of
aggregate unit weighta, the dry unit weight of K~I,pa~RIO
is considersbly higher than that of K-2,pa-RIO. This in
itself would lead Ona to conclude that it is not unreasonable
to expect that K-I,Pi-R10 is atiffer and atronger than
K-2 ,pa-RIO.
The most obvious resson why the results of the aggre-
gate deformation tests are inconclusive is that changes
occurred in the aggr'lgates between the time of sample com-
paction and aggregate deformation testing, The mest likely
change that occurred to influence the aggregate strengths
is a slight decreas'l in the moisture cOntent. A loaa of
moisture will increase the aggregate's strength.
According to the writer's hypothesis concerning the
formation of aggregates, the largcr aggr'lgates have a
higher lOOisture content than the smaller ones. This was
ahown to be true experimentally, From this it follows that
the pore water pressure in the larger aggregates is less
negative than in th'l smaller aggregates and that the un-
drained strength of the larger aggregatea is leas than
that of the smaller aggregates.
Model used by Other Investigators
In a parallel but independent investigation Barden and
Sides (4) have adopted a compacted soiL ~el similar to
the one uaed in this study, Their verificstion of the
correctnesa of this model consists of an analysis of air
and water permeabilitiea and volume change Characteristics
of the compacted samples, as ""ll as micrOgraphs of the com-
paoted clay sho"ing the existence of aggregates or "macro-

























Particle orientation increases as the moisture content
increases (Figure 32, Table 9). The degree of saturation for
the aggregates increases as the moisture content increases
(Figure 48), The degree of saturation also increases as the
aggregate's size increases (Table 10). At constant gross
(batch) moisture content the water contents of the various
sized aggregates making up the batch increase as the aggre-
gate size increases (Table 10). The strength and rDO<lulus
of elasticity of the aggregates increase as the aggregate
size decreases (Table 17),
Achievement of Compacted Unit Weight
The concept of net input energy, as opposed to the
gross applied energy, was introduced and shown to produce
significantly different results from the common moisture
content-unit weight relationship (figures SO through 60).
It has been shown, baaed on thia ooncept, that for the IOois-
ture contents inveatigated, the energy required to achieve a
given unit weight decreases as the moisture content increases
(Table 11). The net energy required to move from one position
to another On the moisture content-unit weight curve is re-
lated to the aggregate aize, aa the aggregate size docreasea
the energy required increaaes (Table 12). It has further
been ahewn thst simple relations exist and can be quantified
to describe the achievement of unit weight as a function of
the net energy input (Table Gl).
'"
End Results of Compaction
The so-called end results of compaction indicate that
during the two-minute period in Which the compactive Load is
held constant the chango (increase) in dry unit weight depends
on both the compaction moisture content and the magnitUde of
the comp''':tive lO<ld Crable 14). Further, the increas.. in
dry unit weight alao increases during this period of time
as the _",gregate aire decreas"s. It has been shown that the
rebound or immediate decrease of the dry unit weight upon
releas.. of the compactlv.. load increases as the aggreqate
.ize decreas.. s (Table 15). The measured degree of particle
orientation increasea with the compactlve effort and the com-
paction moisture content (Figures 32 and 33).
Swelling Pressure
Many of the swellinq pr~aaure testa exhibited a tempo-
rary collapae or at leaat a decreaae of the awellinq preaaure
qeneraeed (Figures 39 tll.rougll. H). Thia waa eapecially true
of thoae aamples compacted at tll.e 1,000 lb. level. Almost
~iveraally theae teata diaplayed final awelling pressurea
which Were conaiderably smaller than their peak values. The
maxi.JnUlO swelling pressure increaaed aa the compaction moisture
content increased for the lower level of compaction. But at
the higher compaction l~vel the intermediate compaction mois-
ture content resulted in the largeat swelling pressure. The
final meaaured swelling presaures have this same relation-
ship to the compactive load-compaction moisture content
c=binadon.
Conclusions
The results have bcen discussed and interpreted in
previous sections and have been shown to be in accord with
the writer's model for the ~chaniam of compaction for
kaolinite. In addition the pUblished reaults of various
authors have been analyzed and shown to be compatible with
this model.
It is noted that Lambe's compaction theory (27) does
predict the changes in particle orientation which "ere
experimentally observed. Furthermore it is suggested,
"ithout verification. that Olson's effective stress theory
of compaction (38) may be appropriate "hen considering the
aggregate skeleton model. Some chsracteristics (particle
orientation in particular) are adequately predicted by the
one-level microstructure model, but it appears that engi-
neering behavior can be better predicted and explained in
terms of the deformable aggregate model.
It is therefore concluded that the deformable aggregate
model is an appropriate One for use in aiding the interpre-
tation of sweil snd compaction characteristics for labora-
tory static compacted kaolinite in the range of moisture
content studied and for the preparation technique used. It
is further concluded that the uSe of single-sized clay
aggregates for sample preparation allows certain character-
























The emphasis here is on the generation of pre-
dictive equations.
4) Examine the usefulness of the net energy input
concept in correlating the effects of the dif-
ferent modes and levels Of laboratory compaction.
S) Determine the validity of the aggregate-skeleton
model for field compacted soils.
The suther intends to continue slong this path of
investigation with the ultimate objective of improving the
engineer's predictive capabilities. It achieved, this
would allow more extensive and rational use of the pro-
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Ceneral Electric xRD-S diffracta.eter
ch.art lpeed - C. 60 inCh.aI/bour
pre.. t .ultiplier - 1
operation - pre .. t ti.e
pre.. t tiAe - 10 _=ncll
funed.on - X 1
input ..nliti"ity - l.S "
9a1n - 10
4£ - 10 y
E - S "
range 1.000 cp.
ti.. con.tant - 2.0 leccnd.
U~.ar
H.V. acljult - 638
90nio... ter .peed - 2 de9reel per ,ll1nYte





The following table includes the results of each X-ray
diffraction pattern Obtained from the various impregnated
samples. for eaSe of identification, each determination ia
lettered and numbered, since 19 x-ray patterne were obtained
from each sample. A chango in the letter indicates that
the .ample was resurfaced. while the numbers merely indi-
cate repetitions without resurfacing or remounting the













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Additional neauits of ~hievemcnt of Compacted Unit Weight
The figures in Appendix D aho~ the effect of moisture
content on Y
d
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Explanation of Wa1d-Wolfowitz Run Test
Two samples. xl •...• Xnl and X'1, .•. X'n2' from two
populations with continuous cumulative distribution func-
tions Fl(Xl and F2 (X), respectively,are tested against the
hypothesis that F1 (X) .. F2 (X). To test the hypothesis the
sa..p1es are pooled and arranged in an ascen'!ing (or descending)
order of magnitude. This arrangement is then coded by as-
signing a descriptor, lor 2, 2 or 3, etc .• according to
whether we encounter an X or X'. The sequence might look
like
1112122U1222
A cluster of one or IOOre oneS or one or ..ore twos is
designated as u and is called a run. The example above
exhibits six runS.
The mean of u ia defined as
E (u)
Var (u) ..
and the variance of u is defined as
2n1n2(2n1n2-nl-n2),
(n l +n2) (n l +n2-1)
where n
1
and n2 are the number of observations from popu-
lations F1 (X) • F2 (X) respectively.
The hypothesis (Fl(X) .. F 2 (X)) is rejected "hcn
lu - E(ull ~ {var (ul)l/2 (2,576) •
---
• Rejection at the 1\ level of significance.
In t~e analysis reported ~ere only two combinations




Therefore, reject the hypothesis that Fl(X) • F
2
(X)
at the 1\ level if




Therefore, reject ., ,", n level H
I' - 17. 941 > 7.37
Occallionally ties will occur ,~" ,,. samples are pooled
and rearranged. That ill, the same numerical value will
appear in both samplell. The usual way to reconcile this
problem is by flippin9 II coin. This method with the fol-
lowinq convention was used in this analysill.
flip a coin:
x! have t~e same numerical value.,
The detailed results of the run tellt are qiven beiow
in Table fl. For brevity t~e ·code" identifies population
pairll from Table 9.
'"
T"ble ". Detailed Result .. of W"ld-WOl!"..-itz Run T.... t
~,o ", ", u.:nm.. 0 - E (u) Result
, U U , " Reject, U U H , Cannot Raje"t, U U , " Reject• U U , " Ileje"t, U U , " Reject, U U , " Reject, U U , " lIeject• U U " • Cannot Reject, U U , " Reject
" U U "
, Cannot lIeject
" U U "
, Cannot Reject
" U U " • cannot Reject








" IlejectU U U , " Reject
" U U
,
" Reject'" U U H
, Cannot Reject
H U U H
, Cannot Reject
" U " • !l.94 Reject" U U " • Cannot Reject'" U U "
, Cannot Ruject
" U U "
, Cannot Reject
" U U H
, Cannot Reject
" U U • " Reject
" U U '"
, Reject




, " Reject" U U , " Reject" U U • " Reject
" U U
, H Reject
" U U H
, Cannot Reject
" U " '"
, Reject
Table n. (co"ti"...dl
" .. .. • ,.u Reject" .. .. " 7.U Reje"t" .. .. , " RejKt
" .. .. , " RejKt" .. .. • U Reje"t" .. .. , " IIejKt
" .. .. , " IIeje"t... .. .. • " IIejKt" .. .. , " Ileje"t.
Appendix Y
AdditionAl KOi.ture Content·Unit Weiqht aA1Ation.
TIM HiUre. in Appendix Y ._ the conventionel and
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Appendi" G
Equations ,,, 1I<:hievement of Compa.c:ted unit Weight
Table Gl. Equations of Ym - E net Relationship
for s","ples
Compacted at the 1,500 ". Level
(Y,. h in Ib./ft.
, ..'" h in inch-lb.)
KL-9. K*l, P6-R9 '. • 64.69703 • 0.41096 , 0.00112£2
KL-37 , K-2, P6-R8 '. • 64.45971 • 0.42499 , 0.00102£2
KL*67. K-3- P6-R8 '. • 62.45325 • 0.62912 , 0.00196£2
KLS-14, K-l, P8-1U0 '. • 64.71H8 • 0.41566 , 0.00111£2
KLS-42 , K-2, P8-RIO '. • 64.71090 • 0.46312 , 0.00114£2
KLS-73, K-3, P8-RI0 '. • 63.97689 • 0.49482 , 0.00121£2
KLS-19, K-1, PI0-R12 '. • 64.40123 • 0.44353 , 0.00122£2
KLS-46, K·2, PIO-R12 '. • 65.08487 • 0.452U , 0.00110£2
KL-76, K-3, PI0-iI.12 '. • 64.30318 • 0.64269 , 0.00209£2
KL-22 , K-1, Pl2-R20 '. • 64.19255 • 0.42652 , 0.00123£2
KL-51, K-2- P12-R20 '. • 66.33944 • 0.42501 , 0.00103£2
KL-92, K·3, P12-R20 '. • 66.17992 • 0.59045 , 0.00178£2
KL-29, K-l, P20*R40 '. • 64.72933 • 0.51943 , 0.00L98£2
KL-56, K-2, P20·11.40 '. • 65.32454 • 0.46175 , 0.00119E
2
KL-89. K-3, P20-UO '. • 67.16945 • 0.51736 , 0.0015110
2
App!ndh K:
Di_ndon. and DOtaih of co.f!!ct.ion MOld
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